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A belated but happy New Year to all our readers. We
hope that those who did manage to take some time
off had an enjoyable Christmas and new year break.
We also hope that 2010 will be safe and successful
for everyone when it comes to energy safety.
Unfortunately it would not have been a happy
Christmas or new year for those close to the victims
of the three electrocutions which occurred virtually
within three days at the end of November 2009.
As reported, one of the victims died immediately,
another died in hospital shortly after the incident
while the third died three days after receiving a
severe electric shock.
And, as we were about to go to press, another four
electricity related fatalities happened.
Investigations into the deaths are ongoing and while
the causes of them are still to be officially confirmed,
preliminary investigations have concluded that all
these tragic events could have been avoided if
simple safety precautions had been taken – and in
some cases if safety switches had been installed.
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30, 31 Guidance notes for the electrical trades
on the Electrical Safety (Installations)
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Following the three electrocutions in three days, ESV
undertook an extensive awareness campaign in
regional newspapers and we have details of that.

FRONT COVER: Electricians – young, old, experienced,
inexperienced – still work “live” on switchboards even though
it is dangerous. As reported previously, ESV is producing
a new electricity safety DVD which graphically portrays the
consequences of what can go wrong when doing the wrong
thing such as working “live”. Other dangerous short cut
practices adopted by some electricians will also be featured
in the production. In this shot from the production, actor Kain
Balzary plays the part of a real life victim – a young electrician
– who is still recovering from the injuries he received well over
a year ago. The real life victim’s message to all is: “Don’t do it.”
There is more about the production on page 17.

Alternatively email info@esv.vic.gov.au
advising that you wish to receive the
e-book version.
Subscribers receive an email notifying
them of when the latest edition is available.

From
the
editor.

Despite the ongoing investigations, energysafe
can provide some information in this issue about
the deaths and hopefully even at this early stage
of the investigations lessons can be learned to
help prevent repeat electrocutions.
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In this issue we make no apologies for including
quite a deal of information about the Electrical
Safety (Installation) Regulations 2009 which
officially came into force in 2010.

There are a number of changes in the revised regulations
compared to the previous version and it is critical that
the electrical trades become familiar with them.
While ESV may not strictly enforce the new
regulations until the start of July 2010, this is not
the time to be complacent. The sooner one can
get across the regulations the better it will be. ESV
with the assistance of NECA organised a number
of information sessions throughout the state to
explain some of the provisions in the regulations and
hopefully everyone involved in the trade was able to
attend at least one of them.
Apart from two pages of guidance notes on the
new regulations for the electrical trades – licensed
electrical inspectors in particular – we have
information about requirements for private overhead
electric lines to be placed underground when
substantial repair work is required, and a valuable
checklist covering grid connected solar installations.
There is a great deal more in Issue 19 of the
magazine which we hope will be of interest and
benefit to all our readers. For instance we learn
about A-Phase Electrical’s award-winning electrical
installation project in the Buchan Caves.
We have some great pictures following the collapse
of some five transmission towers in the Pyramid Hill
area in the north of the state in mid January.
There is of course a great deal more in this issue
including details of some recent court cases where
heavy penalties were handed down to those who
have not done the right thing when it comes to
energy safety. Please read on.
David Guthrie-Jones
dguthriejones@esv.vic.gov.au

To contact ESV, telephone (03) 9203 9700 or info@esv.vic.gov.au
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Three electrocutions
in three days
Three electrocutions in three days were
reported in late November 2009. One of
the victims died immediately, another died
in hospital shortly after the incident
while the third died three days after
receiving a severe electric shock.
And there were four further electrocutions
reported as energysafe was going to press.
After the three deaths, Director of Energy Safety,
Paul Fearon, said in a media release: “While
preliminary investigations are underway into the
deaths, it has to be concluded that all these
tragic events could have been avoided if simple
safety precautions had been taken.
The incidents:
>>A 15-year-old boy died in a shed at a property
in East Gippsland on 26.11.09. He was found
by his father clutching a damaged extension
lead socket. It is understood the victim was
operating a power tool in the shed when he
was electrocuted. The shed had an earthen
floor which was extremely wet in parts. The
victim was not wearing shoes or socks. His life
would have been saved if a safety switch had
been installed.

Enquiries have established that at the time of his
death, the victim was using two metal probes
attached to a 240 volt generator. The probes
were being used to place into the ground to
entice worms to come to the surface so they
could be collected as fishing bait.

ESV published a full page advertisement
with details of the three electrocutions
in regional dailies and agricultural
newspapers. The advert is reproduced
on page 20.
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Further information on the electrocutions can be
found on pages 8, 9. 13 and 19.

His death means there have been eight
electrocutions in some six months.
The Director’s media release said: “It is essential
that the community understands that electricity
can be dangerous if not respected and used
properly.”

THE INCIDENTS
A death in a shed at a property in East Gippsland on 26 November 2009. Enquiries have
established that the victim was clutching a damaged extension lead socket when found.
It is understood the victim was operating a power tool in the shed when he was electrocuted.
The shed had an earthen floor which was extremely wet in parts. The victim was not wearing
shoes or socks. His life would have been saved if a safety switch had been installed.
THE DAMAGED EXTENSION LEAD SOCKET WHICH THE VICTIM WAS CLUTCHING

A 21-year-old excavator driver received a severe electric shock while digging a trench to install
new drainage pipes at the Stawell Racecourse on 27 November 2009. The digger struck an
underground mains cable and he went into the trench to investigate. He received the shock
when he picked up the damaged cable. He was flown to the Royal Melbourne Hospital by
Air Ambulance but died on 30 November.

It also warned the community to adopt some
simple precautions to stay safe around
electricity:
>>Install safety switches on both the power and
lighting circuits in properties.
>>Do not use damaged electrical equipment or
appliances. If in doubt, throw them out and
ensure they cannot be recycled.
>>Check that extension leads are not damaged
with exposed wiring.

THE TIPPER TRUCK INVOLVED IN THE INCIDENT

ESV is also assisting in the investigation into the death of a man in his backyard at Ballarat on 30 October. The post mortem has confirmed the victim
was electrocuted. Enquiries have established that at the time of his death, the victim was using two metal probes attached to a 240 volt generator.
The probes were being used to place into the ground to entice worms to come to the surface so they could be collected as fishing bait.
Director of Energy Safety, Mr Paul Fearon, said: “While preliminary investigations are underway into the deaths, it has to be concluded that all these
tragic events could have been avoided if simple safety precautions had been taken.

An extract of the full page advertisement published by ESV in
“It is essential that the community understands that electricity can be dangerous
regional and farmingif not
newspapers
respected and following
used properly.” the electrocutions.
To see the advertisement in full turn to page 20.
Follow these simple precautions to stay safe around electricity:

• Install safety switches on both the power and lighting circuits in
properties, including sheds and garages;

• Always use an electrician licensed by Energy Safe Victoria for any
electrical work;

• Do not use damaged electrical equipment or appliances. If in doubt,
throw them out and ensure they cannot be recycled:

• Drivers and operators of tipping trucks must be aware of overhead
powerlines and keep well clear of them. Job safety assessments
must be completed before starting any work in the vicinity of
overhead powerlines. Display “Look Up And Live” stickers on the
windscreens of all tipper trucks;

STOP PRESS
• Check that extension leads are not damaged with exposed wiring;

• Always wear appropriate clothing when operating power tools and
other electrical equipment;
• Extension leads and powerboards are just a short term solution
to powering appliances. Arrange for permanent power points to
be installed;
n ~ and
Dow

• Be aware that there could be underground electric cables and other
services within the vicinity of excavation work. Check their location
through the Dial Before You Dig service where appropriate or seek
local knowledge on their whereabouts.

Live

>>Two men electrocuted in farm incident in
Western Victoria. See page 21.
Look
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>>Always wear appropriate clothing and
footwear when operating power tools and
other electrical equipment.

THE SITE WHERE THE INCIDENT OCCURRED. THE DAMAGED POWER CABLE

ESV is also investigating the death of a 42-year-old man at Grantville, South Gippsland, on
28 November 2009. From preliminary enquiries, it appears the victim was involved in servicing
a truck outside a garage. His body was found at the rear of the truck after the raised tipping
tray had contacted a 22 kV overhead powerline. Death or serious injury can result from every
incident where contact is made with an overhead electric line.

n ~ and

The changes have been prescribed in the new
Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations 2009
which came into force on 1 January 2010.

As reported in the last issue of energysafe,
ESV is also assisting in the investigation into
the death of a man in his backyard at Ballarat
on 30 October. The post mortem has confirmed
the victim was electrocuted.

Dow

ESV announces that the cost of
certificates of electrical safety –
both electronic and printed copies –
will change from 1 April this year.

>>A father and son were electrocuted when a
windmill they were moving struck powerlines.

>>Be aware that there could be underground
electric cables and other services within
the vicinity of excavation work. Check their
location through the Dial Before You Dig
service where appropriate or seek local
knowledge on their whereabouts.

Up, Look

Certificates
of electrical
safety –
new fees

>>A 26-year-old man was found dead in a
factory at Bayswater North. His death may be
due to his exposure to the live terminals of an
hydraulic press he was working on.

>>Drivers and operators of tipping trucks must
be aware of overhead powerlines and keep
well clear of them. Job safety assessments
must be completed before starting any work
in the vicinity of overhead powerlines.

Look

>>A 42-year-old man died at Grantville, South
Gippsland, on 28.11.09. It appeared the victim
was involved in servicing a truck outside a
garage. His body was found at the rear of
the truck after the raised tipping tray had
contacted a 22 kV overhead powerline. Death
or serious injury can result from every incident
where contact is made with an overhead
electric line.

>>An elderly man was found in the ceiling space
of a property at Hamlyn Heights, near Geelong.
Initial investigations indicate the victim died
after contacting a split metal conduit.

>>Always use an electrician licensed by ESV for
any electrical work.

The “Look Up And Live” sticker and the
cover of ESV’s safety DVD “Look Up,
Look Down – And Live”.

>> Extension leads and powerboards are just a short
term solution to powering appliances. Arrange for
permanent power points to be installed.

>>Change in ESV licence/registration renewal
facilities. See page 21.

Details of the new charges were included
in the Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS)
and other documents distributed during the
public consultation process preceding the
proclamation of the new Regulations.

The cost of prescribed certificates will from
1 April be subject to the fee unit process – an
arrangement designed to ensure charges keep
pace with inflation. This method applies to a
large number of charging processes. Currently
the cost of each fee unit is $11.69.

© Copyright

The new charges have also been approved
by the Victorian Competition and Efficiency
Commission (VCEC).
It is the first change in the cost of the certificates
since they were introduced 10 years ago.
Under the changes the cost of non-prescribed
certificates will be $6.50 for an electronic copy
and $7.10 for a printed copy. As prescribed in
the Regulations, these charges will be reviewed
annually in accordance with State Government’s
Department of Treasury and Finance guidelines.

They can be obtained from ESV.

Fee units are reviewed by the Department of
Treasury and Finance every 12 months. The
revised fee unit to be applicable from 1 July
every year is announced around May.
The Regulations state that the cost of an
electronic prescribed certificate will be 2.2 fee
units which is $25.70 at the current rate. The
printed certificate will be charged at 2.4 fee units
which is $28.05. Periodic certificates will be
charged at 55.6 fee units which is $650.
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>>A 21-year-old excavator driver received a
severe electric shock while digging a trench
to install new drainage pipes at the Stawell
Racecourse on 27.11.09. The digger struck
an underground mains cable and he went
into the trench to investigate. He received the
shock when he picked up the damaged cable.
He was flown to the Royal Melbourne Hospital
by Air Ambulance but died on 30.11.09.

The latest fatalities:

Defendants accept “no
responsibility” for injury caused
to an apprentice carpenter
In September 2008 an apprentice
carpenter working in the roof space
of a community house that was being
renovated received a severe electric
shock. Only the quick action of his
workmates in applying first aid and CPR
saved this young man’s life. The incident
was reported in Issue 14 of energysafe.
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Both ESV and WorkSafe Victoria attended the
site and the investigation was carried out by
ESV. The investigation found that an unlicensed
person employed by the REC had removed
the metal frame of a light fitting under the
eaves of the building to allow the builders
to continue their work and then reconnected
the conductors.
The active, switch wire and the neutral were
separately terminated but the earth was simply
taped to the other two in the manner shown
in the photographs. They should have been
isolated in a junction box. Unfortunately the
earth conductor simply fell into the connector
holding the active conductors.

“I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that
the failure to isolate these wires in a junction
box caused the power to be transferred to
the toggle bolts.”
The magistrate went on to say that he “had no
doubt” that the live toggle bolt caused the shock
to the apprentice carpenter.
The REC was given the benefit of an
unblemished record and placed on an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for one
year. But he was ordered to pay $5000.00 to
the SES as a condition of his bond and ordered
to pay ESV’s costs of $11,864.00
The unlicensed worker had been convicted
some months earlier by a different magistrate
and fined $2,000.00 with $2,000.00 in costs.
Short cuts, as can be seen in this case, can
be expensive and almost fatal. The REC and
his employee were fortunate that they were
appearing in the magistrates court and not
before a coroner.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

The investigation found that the light fitting
had never been earthed, a situation which the
investigator thought should have been obvious.
The result was that none of the subsequent
fittings were earthed.
The person carrying out the work had served his
time as an apprentice with the REC but had not
bothered to apply for a licence for almost two
years after he completed his apprenticeship.
Both the REC and the unlicensed worker
were charged.
The worker was charged with carrying out
the work when he was not licensed, and,
with installing unsafe electrical equipment.
The REC was charged with engaging the
worker to do the work when not licensed,
permitting him to carry out work that was not
in accordance with the Electricity Safety Act
and Regulations and more ominously creating
a false COES to make it look as though the
REC had done the work himself.
In a two day hearing, the light fitting with its
metal shroud and the toggle bolts securing it
at the ceiling were shown to be live to 240 volts
as were the toggle bolts which secured the
frame protruding into the roof space.
At the hearing the unlicensed person gave
evidence for the defendant. Both said that
they accepted no responsibility for the frame
and the toggle bolt becoming live and the
consequent injury to the apprentice carpenter.
The apprentice carpenter did not return to
work for almost 3 months.
The magistrate found the charges proved
against the REC. The unlicensed person had
previously been dealt with by the Court. In his
sentencing remarks the magistrate said;

Store fined $20 000
for selling unapproved
electrical products
Retailer Midas Trading (Australia) Pty
Ltd, which trades in various suburbs
across Melbourne as “Importers
Salvage Centre”, has been convicted
for the second time by a court for
offering electrical goods for sale
that were not approved for sale
under the Electricity Safety Act 1998,
and, of selling goods that did not
meet the applicable Australian/New
Zealand standard.

On 08 December 2009 the company
was convicted again and this time fined
$20,000.00

The goods involved included power boards, travel
adaptors and multiple point extension leads.

In September 2007 Midas assured the
Court that it had implemented a system to
ensure that all electrical appliances would
be examined and non approved items
removed. That system clearly failed.

Midas was convicted of the same offences
on 11 September 2007 and fined $4,000.00.

In the second court appearance the
common theme of the goods that did not
meet the AS/NZS standards was the poor
standard of soldering of terminals with a
significant risk that conductors would part
from the soldered ends and make contact
with other conductors or produce a live
chassis on earthed appliances, possibly
resulting in electrocution.

RECs must
display their
details to comply
ESV receives many complaints and
enquiries from disgruntled customers
who have not been able to identify their
“electrician” when a follow up is needed.
Quite often, the advertisements, invoices
or quotations do not provide much detail to
identify the electrician’s business, other than
for example ‘Lucky the Electrician’, and a
mobile telephone number.
Also, legitimate registered electrical contractors
often complain to ESV that they have noticed
electrical workers lacking REC numbers on their
vans or advertisements.
ESV has to investigate the complaints when they
are received.
Firstly ESV contacts the electrician to find out
if he or she is a registered electrical contractor.

Electricians,
refrigeration
mechanics and
others – beware

ESV has become increasingly aware of
electricians, refrigeration mechanics, and others
who do not have the required registration or
licence working on Type B appliances.
As well as being illegal, this is a very
dangerous practice.
The repair or replacement of a Type B gas
appliance component such as an electronic
flame safeguard, a self checking air pressure
switch that is monitoring purge and/or

Sometimes they do get a little terse when
approached by ESV, often complaining and
accusing callers of having nothing better to do
than chase ‘the good guys’.
And guess what, they are right. ESV does have
more important work to perform and these
types of complaints can be time consuming to
follow up.
On some occasions, however, the information
provided with the complaint confirms that a
non licensed worker, or unregistered electrical
contractor, is competing with legitimate
tradespeople.
This is a serious matter and is always
investigated – usually resulting in a prosecution.
This is the action which legitimate registered
electrical contractors expect from ESV – that
is chasing up those who do not hold electrical
licences or registration and often short cut those
who are doing the right thing.
combustion air, an air supply or exhaust
damper, a regulator, a safety shut off valve, a
control valve, an air / gas ratio control device,
an air fan or other air supply source, a flame
detector, and an ignition source can adversely
affect the combustion characteristics and
burner management controls of that appliance.
When repairing or replacing any of the above
components, a person needs to ensure that
the combustion characteristics and burner
management controls have not been affected by
the work done.
In a lot of cases, the Type B appliance is
unsafe prior to the repair or replacement,
and remains so after the work is completed.
There are a number of cases where explosions,
fires and asphyxiations have occurred because
a person who is not registered or licensed in
Plumbing (Type B gasfitting) has done work on a
Type B appliance.

What is more concerning is that those who are
not licensed or registered do leave the customer
at risk, often with non compliant shoddy and
dangerous work – and hold no insurance to
cover any mishaps.
That’s why ESV has to follow up complaints to
ensure unlicensed or unregistered contractors
don’t slip through the cracks.
The Electricity Safety Act 1998 Section 32 states:
A registered electrical contractor must not publish
or cause to be published any advertisement,
notice or statement that the contractor carries on
or is willing to carry on electrical contracting work
unless the advertisement, notice or statement
includes the registered number of the contractor.
ESV enforces this legislative requirement and
advises that significant penalties apply for failing
to comply.
Be warned that ESV will be carrying
out audits of electrical workers and
contractors over the next few months
to determine the level of compliance
with REC details. Those found not to be
compliant will be required to remedy the
situation and may face penalties.
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ESV, in conjunction with Plumbing Industry
Commission (PIC) in some cases, will continue
to prosecute any non Plumbing (Type B
gasfitting) registered or licensed person found to
have worked on a Type B gas appliance.
Just to be clear for those who don’t know – there
are two types of appliances, Type A and Type B.
A Type A appliance is an appliance for which
an acceptance scheme has been authorised by
ESV. Type A appliances are normally household
appliances and have a badge displayed from one
of three approved certifying bodies: Australian
Gas Association, SAI Global or IAPMO Oceana.
A Type B appliance has a gas consumption in
excess of 10 megajoules per hour. They consist
of steam boilers, kilns, stenters, furnaces,
turbines, etc. and would normally be found in
large commercial / industrial premises.
The PIC is the body involved with the training
and licensing of Type B authorised persons.

New ProTag Optima System
Australia’s Most Compact Appliance
Testing and Tag Printing System.
The new ProTag Optima System tests portable appliances and RCDs,
and prints test tags in a compact system weighing only around 2kg.
No interface cables between the tester, printer and scanner provide
maximum mobility on construction sites, factories and workshops.
Light weight, wireless, battery powered and with logging of visual
inspections and risk assessments, the Optima System guarantees
greater efficiency, huge time savings and a lower cost per tag.
Call EMONA Instruments on tel: 1 800 632 953 email: testinst@emona.com.au or www.protag.com.au
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ESV warns that anyone repairing or replacing
components on a Type B gas appliance must
hold a registration or licence in Plumbing (Type
B gasfitting) before doing such work.

There are various explanations on why they have
not placed their REC details on the advertising
material or invoices as required by the Electricity
Safety Act 1998.

Transmission towers topple
over on major powerline –
for the third time
The collapse of five transmission
towers on the 220 kV Bendigo-Kerang
line near Pyramid Hill in Victoria’s north
in mid January produced some dramatic
pictures – very similar pictures in fact to
when similar incidents occurred on the
same line in 1993 and 1979.
The 30 metre high towers close to Illingworths
Road, Mitiamo, collapsed around 4 pm on
12 January when strong winds cut a swathe of
between one and two kilometres through the area.
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The damaged foundation of one of the transmission
towers blown over on 12 January 2010.

It was a day of extreme weather with
“catastrophic” or the code red rating fire
conditions forecast for the region. The
temperature in Melbourne hit 43 deg.C the
previous day.
There was no loss of power supplies as the line
is part of a loop. Supplies were automatically
re-routed to the area via back up lines. Crews
were quickly on site to assess the damage and
start the process of providing a temporary line
to by-pass the damaged towers.

An extract from the “SEC News” of February 1979 recording
the collapse of four towers in the previous month.

An extract from the “SEC News” of March 1993. Three
towers collapsed the previous month.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au
One of the collapsed towers.

Road blocks were set up in the area after the
collapse. Other damage in the area resulting
from the wind blast included trees being blown
over and the roof of a hay shed being blown off.
While the owners of the line, SP AusNet,
described the collapse of the towers as “an
unusual and rare event”, for locals it was not
quite that rare.
Three towers close to the latest incident
were blown over on the evening of Sunday,
14 February 1993.
A report in an issue of the “SEC News” at the
time said: “The Pyramid Hill area is well-known

for what are localised mini-tornados and it was
one of these which struck the three 30 metre
high towers.
“It has been some years since SEC transmission
towers were blown over by severe winds –
although nothing is surprising considering the
very fickle summer being experienced,” said the
report. Again power supplies to the area were
not affected.
This statement about it being some years since
towers were blown over would have been
referring to the collapse of four towers on the
same line but in a different location – some 21
kms north of Bendigo – on 7 January 1979.

The “SEC News” of that time said the towers
collapsed when “a wild cyclonic storm cut
a swathe across the State in a south-east
direction from Boort to Eildon”.
On that occasion, however, power supplies
were affected. According to the magazine the
collapsing towers brought conductors down
over 22 kV lines – blacking out thousands of
homes north of Bendigo for 12 hours.
Both reports all those years ago from the “SEC
News” talked of extreme weather conditions
being suffered at the time. In 2010, one asks:
“what’s changed?”
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TRAINING - ELECTRICAL, SOLAR
INSTALLATION AND INSPECTION
Short courses can be customised to meet your specific needs.
They’re conducted at RMIT’s city campus or onsite.
■ Solar Installation Training for Electrical Inspectors (NEW)
■ Grid Connect PV Systems
■ Code of Practice for Electrical Safe Work

www.rmit.edu.au

■
■
■
■

Electrical Contractor Registration
Portable Appliance Safety Testing
Disconnect/Reconnect Worker’s Licence
Energy Smart Electrician

>

For more information phone Wendy on 9925 4921
or email wendy.gillies@rmit.edu.au
S1567

RMIT provides a range of flexible training and education programs
to meet the changing demands of industry. Training and short
courses are structured to meet the realities of fast-paced
workforce demands.
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A dramatic shot showing one of the collapsed towers – and those still standing. Pictures by
ESV Manager Electrical Installation Safety (Brandon Office Park), Keith Van Der Zyden.

Man electrocuted when truck
touches overhead powerlines
ESV has concluded that a 42-year-old
man received a severe electric shock
and burns while standing on the ground
adjacent to the back of an elevated semitrailer tipper tray, which had touched
overhead powerlines.
The incident occurred at Grantville, South
Gippsland, on Saturday 28 November 2009.
The victim was taken by ambulance to The
Alfred hospital and later died.
ESV investigators found that during hoisting
operations to conduct an inspection of repair
work on the trailer’s rear wheel assembly, the
trailer contacted overhead 22,000-Volt bare
aluminium conductors.
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The conductors were installed at a height of
9.20 metres above the ground at the point
where contact was made. At the time of the
incident the prime mover’s driver was operating
the hydraulic controls for the tipper tray from
within the cabin and was not injured.
In ESV’s view contributing factors to the death
included:

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

>>Failure to maintain the 2000 mm statutory
minimum distance at all times between the
trailer’s metal tray and the Network Operators
22,000 volt overhead powerline.
(Regulation 40 of the Electricity Safety
(Network Assets) Regulations 1999).
>>Failure to observe the No Go Zone rules
relating to the distances to be observed
between vehicles and powerlines.
>>Failure to view/observe the overhead
powerlines.

Operators of
excavation
equipment warned
to check the location
of underground
powerlines and
other services
ESV has warned operators of excavators
and other digging machinery to be aware
at all times of underground powerlines
and other services when working.
The warning was contained in an ESV
Safety Alert and was issued following a
major incident at Stawell in central Victoria,
on 27 November 2009.
In the incident a 21-year-old man operating
an excavator appeared to receive a severe
electric shock after touching a mains cable
with damaged insulation.
The victim was flown by Air Ambulance to
the Royal Melbourne Hospital but died three
days later.

>>Failure to provide an observer at the
immediate location.
>>No “Look Up & Live” warning notice provided
in the cabin of the prime-mover.
ESV concluded that with regard to all the
physical evidence and information received,
a person in contact with the ground and
simultaneously in contact with the metallic parts
of a trailer contacting bare overhead electric
conductors carrying 22,000 volts, would receive
an electric shock of sufficient intensity to cause
death.
ESV issued a “Safety Alert” after the incident
warning owners, operators and drivers of tipping
trucks of what had happened.

>>A job safety assessment must be carried out;
>>The site owner or manager must be consulted
to ensure that work can be carried out safely;
>>Ensure an ESV registered “spotter” is on hand.
Also
>>Ensure ESV “Look Up And Live” stickers are
affixed to all tipping trucks;
>>Obtain a copy of the ESV instructional video,
“Look Up, Look Down – and Live”. Contact
ESV (03) 9203 9700 or info@esv.vic.gov.au
The alert also warned: “Heavy penalties
apply under the Occupational Health and
Safety Act when instances of unsafe work
practices are detected.”

The Safety Alert said: “From preliminary
enquiries, it appears the victim was involved in
servicing the vehicle outside a garage.
His body was found at the rear of the truck
after the raised tipping tray had contacted a
a 22 kV overhead powerline.
“Death or serious injury can result from every
incident where contact is made with an
overhead electric line.”
“Although the vehicle was undergoing servicing
at the time of the incident, and was not
involved in deliveries of material, the industry
established No Go Zone Rules and the
WorkSafe ‘Framework for Undertaking Work
near Overhead and Underground Assets’ must
be complied with in all situations when trucks
are located near powerlines.”
The Alert warned that it is mandatory for other
precautions to be followed in such situations:

The scene at Grantville where a man died.

The safety alert said that preliminary enquiries
conducted by ESV showed that the victim was
excavating a trench for new drainage pipes
in the grounds of the Stawell Racecourse. At
the start of digging, the machine pulled up an
underground cable supplying the site.
The victim is believed to have entered the trench
to investigate and received the electric shock
when he touched the damaged cable.
Investigations have also confirmed that the
circuit breaker protecting the mains cable at the
point of supply did not operate.
“It is essential that everyone involved in
excavation operations make themselves aware
of the presence of all underground powerlines
and gas and water pipes,” said the alert.

The damaged cable

It also said that it is customary for diagrams
clearly showing the location of underground
services at sites to be displayed inside meter
boxes, and this was the case at the Racecourse.
It is also a requirement before major
excavation is undertaken for all operators and
workers involved in the excavation to attend
a safety induction where staff can explain the
location of underground services and other
hazards. An induction session was held at the
Racecourse but the operator did not attend.

The scene of the incident

Warning to the community – install a
safety switch and make sure electrical
equipment is in good condition
ESV issued a “Safety Alert” late last
year warning the community – both
householders and business operators –
of the importance of installing safety
switches in premises and ensuring that
all electrical equipment is in good
condition and not damaged in any way.
The alert was issued following the
electrocution of a 15-year-old boy at East
Gippsland on 26 November 2009.
A safety switch was not installed on the power
circuit in the garage where the body was found.
The victim’s life would have been saved if a
safety switch had been installed, said the alert.

>>Make sure that all electrical equipment,
including extension leads, is in good condition
and not showing any signs of damage.
>>If in doubt about the condition of any
equipment, discard it and ensure the item
cannot be re-used or re-cycled by others.
>>Install permanent power points in properties
– extension leads and powerboards are only
a temporary answer to powering appliances
and equipment.
>>Wear appropriate footwear – shoes and socks
– when handling electrical equipment and
appliances, particularly if the floor is wet.

The damaged extension lead.
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“The shed had an earthen floor which was
extremely wet in parts. The victim was not
wearing shoes or socks.
“It is essential that the community understands
that electricity can be dangerous if not
respected and used properly.”
The alert urged the community to follow
these simple precautions:
>>Ensure that safety switches are installed on
the power and lighting circuits in all properties.

The damaged socket end of an extension lead
involved with the electrocution at Heyfield.

Bilfinger Berger Services (BBS) is a specialist
contractor with a reputation for delivering
high quality, cost effective operations,
maintenance and augmentation services
to owners of major infrastructure assets
including power, gas, communications and
water.

Engineering
Design
Power Services:

•
•

Electrical & safety inspections
Safety & compliance audits

Gas Services:

• Maintenance & installation
• Leak Detection
• Asset construction & commissioning

Construction
Telecommunications
Maintenance
Metering
Asset Commissioning
Safety Audits
Leak Detection

Bilfinger Berger Services Power 75 Acacia Road Ferntree Gully VIC 3156 T +61 3 9294 8300 F +61 3 9294 8333
Bilfinger Berger Services Gas Level 3, 570 St Kilda Road Melbourne VIC 3004 T +61 3 9946 4900 F +61 3 9946 4950

www.bbsaa.com.au
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Power & Gas Services

The extension lead and plug on the wet floor.

Victoria
Police Award
for ESV

Power
outages
guide
contains
essential
safety
information

ESV has received an award from Victoria
Police for its support investigating the
Black Saturday bushfires.
The award was collected by Michael Leahy,
Manager Electrical Installation Safety
(Southbank), at a ceremony on 5 February –
just two days short of the anniversary of fires.
The citation on the award reads:
Victoria Police Force
Black Saturday Bushfires
7 February 2009
In appreciation of outstanding support to
the Phoenix Task Force police investigation
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Energy Safe Victoria
State of Victoria

Huge attendance
at free seminars
More than 3300 people have attended
one of the 17 ESV free seminars held
in February and March explaining the
new Electrical Safety (Installations)
Regulations 2009.

ESV’s Michael Leahy receives the award from Victoria
Police Deputy Commissioner Kieran Walshe.

Seminars were held in Sunshine, Croydon,
Frankston, Bairnsdale, Churchill, Rowville,
Bendigo, Ballarat, Warrnambool, Geelong,
Bentleigh East, Shepparton, Wangaratta,
Albury/Wodonga, Mornington, Tullamarine,
Swan Hill and Mildura.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

A worker received an electric shock in
Geelong West in early January while
connecting a temporary water supply
connection at a water service meter.
According to a report provided to ESV,
an insulated electric bonding cable – also
connected to a driven earthing electrode –
was placed across the water meter before
work started.
A close inspection of the bonding clamp
assembly attached to the bonding conductor
revealed a loose connection. The galvanised
clamp assembly surfaces were severely
corroded, said the report.

The State Emergency Service (SES) plans
to distribute more than 70 000 copies of the
brochure over coming months at festivals
and shows and during events comprising
its StormSafe weeks being held in late
April and August.

Safety advice contained in the brochure
include:
>>Keep clear of fallen powerlines and keep
others away. The powerlines may still
be “live”, so you should call your local
electricity distributor.

ESV wishes to acknowledge the assistance
of NECA which booked the venues for the
seminars and accepted the registrations.

Worker drives
to hospital
after receiving
electric shock

The brochure “Your guide to power outages:
how to prepare and be safe” is now available.

Copies are also available from ESV.

Because of the huge demand for places at
seminars, additional sessions were organised.

ESV expert presenters including Manager
Electrical Installation Safety (Brandon Office
Park) Keith Van Der Zyden and Enforcement
Officers Garry De Vercelli, and Ron Linton
toured the state explaining the contents of
the new regulations.

A new guide assisting the community
to help prevent power outages and
prepare for when they do occur has
been prepared by ESV and the Victorian
Government’s Department of Primary
Industries (DPI).

Pictured at the Croydon seminar: Director of Energy
Safety, Paul Fearon; Manager Electrical Installation
Safety (Brandon Park) Keith Van Der Zyden; the
“face” of ESV’s “Always use a licensed electrician”
commercial Mick Dilemma; Enforcement Officer
Garry De Vercelli; and Executive Manager Electrical
Installations and Equipment Safety, Neil Fraser.

The victim drove himself to the Geelong
Hospital and was given an ECG. No injuries
were sustained, however, apart from a tingling
sensation in his left arm, In fact he thought
he had cut himself on the sharp end of
disconnected pipe work.
Following the incident a work group meeting
involving some 30 people was held on site
for them to hear what had happened and
to be advised to correctly apply and maintain
earth bonding apparatus in good condition
at all times.
Investigations revealed that the failure of the
overhead 2-core service conductor resulted
in the water piping becoming energised at up
to 25 volts with MEN intact.
Inspection of the service neutral conductor at
the pole location revealed that it had corroded
completely with no effective neutral return
available. The service conductor was replaced.
Warning to plumbers: Use Bonding
Straps to prevent electric shocks and
even electrocution: see page 26

>>Check your neighbour’s house to see if
they have also lost power. If your neighbour
has power on then check to see if your
safety switch has been tripped.
>>Be careful when using candles and other
open flames – keep naked flames away
from flammable material.
>>Make sure heating and cooling appliances
are turned off (because they could come
back on when you are not there).
>>Don’t try to connect generators to
household wiring. Engage a licensed
electrician to do all electrical work.
“Do It Yourself” electrical work
is very dangerous
and illegal.
>>If the power has been cut
due to storm damage
to your
house, the damage
to your house may
need to be repaired
before a licensed
electrician can
safely restore power.
The above
information is
just a small
extract of the
comprehensive
advice contained
in the brochure.

Electrical
contracting
industry
speaks out
The third annual nationwide survey of Australia’s
electrical and communications contracting
businesses was undertaken by NECA in
October and November 2009, with more
than 12,000 contracting businesses nationwide
being invited to participate.
Respondents were asked an open-ended
question about what they believe to be the
major issues and concerns of the electrical
industry. The most widely mentioned concerns
have to do with regulation and compliance.
Next were issues surrounding skills and training
and then concerns about unlicensed and
untrained workers and the associated issues
of safety and costs.

Those comments included
“Bad inspectors”
“Non inspection of electrical work by regulatory
authorities, consequently making a large
majority of contractors, especially in my
local area, to not comply with regulations or
submit compliance certificates because they
know that their work will never be questioned
or inspected”
“Stricter controls of licensed electricians, some
of them have no idea of what they are doing!”
“Trying to stop the competitors from under
cutting the next guy, there is enough work
out there for everyone”.

−−The most commonly given reason for joining
a professional association is to gain access
to education and training programs.
The business of the electrical contractor
−−Nearly half of the respondents specialise in
residential work. Maintenance is the most
important business area, with one in five
getting more than three quarters of their
work from maintenance related work.
−−In 2009 twice as many respondents have
cut expenditure on materials, labour and
overheads over the last 12 months compared
to 2007 and 2008. (Something that may
be put down to the impact of the Global
Financial Crisis).
−−The responses show the great diversity of
the average electrical contractors’ role.
Most do some work in all areas of electrical
contracting, and virtually all of them do at least
some general maintenance and wiring.
−−The two most important factors by far that
are affecting electrical contractors’ businesses
are the related factors of cash flow and
controlling costs.
Staff and Training
−−Possibly because of economic conditions,
significantly fewer respondents believed there
were skills shortages in 2009 compared
to 2008. Even perceptions of shortages in
maintenance skills has halved from 2008 to
2009. The biggest area of perceived surplus
is in domestic lighting. The biggest areas of
shortage are believed to be in maintenance
and high voltage.

Whilst not definitive they do show a certain
amount of frustration from some of the
respondents.

−−Encouragingly, more than half of all
respondents have apprentices, usually one.
For those with apprentices, around one in ten
are from a Group Training Scheme (GTS).

The Key Findings of the survey were:

−−Nearly half of the respondents’ organisations
spend less than $1,000 a year on training
(not including apprentices). One third spend
between $1,000 and $3,000 a year on training
and one quarter spend more than $3,000 a
year on training. The larger the company, the
more spent on training.

Who are the electrical contractors?
−−Most electrical contracting companies are
very small. One in five of the respondents
were one-man operations, and nearly half
have between two and five employees.
−−NSW accounts for more than one third of
respondents, followed by Victoria. Slightly
more than half are from metropolitan areas,
with the highest metro proportions from
Victoria and Western Australia.
−−Many companies operate in more than
one state, with nearly half of the respondents
having operations in NSW and one third
in Victoria.

−−Two thirds believe their expenditure on
training will stay about the same over the
next 12 months. Less than one in ten believe
their expenditure will decrease, while one
quarter believes their expenditures on training
will increase within the next 12 months.
Popular areas of intended expenditure
on training over the next 12 months are
OHS programs, technical, and green and
environmental issues.

Advancing
our industry.

Sources of development and information
−−Compared to the 2008 survey, electrical
contractors spent slightly more time on
professional development. Most spend
up to three hours a month.
−−Most electrical contractors don’t spend
much on promotional activities. Just over
one third spend less than $1,000 a year
and another third spend between $1,000
and $5,000 a year.
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−−The number of contractors who use the
internet has not increased significantly from
2007 to 2009, but the frequency of that
usage has risen sharply. “The proportion
of electrical contractors who use their
business email at least daily has more
than doubled between 2007 and 2009”.
Charge out rates
−−An hourly rate is the most popular billing
method, used by nearly two thirds of the
responding electrical contractors. The
average hourly rate for tradespeople in
2009 was $73, compared to $68 in 2008.
One third charge $70 or less and one
quarter $80 or more.
−−Hourly rates charged for apprentices
rise consistently with the apprentice’s
experience.
Source of materials
−−Three quarters of the electrical contractors
get more than 76% of their materials from
electrical wholesalers or distributors,
while nearly one third get up to 25% of
their materials directly from electrical
manufacturers. More than three quarters
of electrical contractors get up to 25% of
their materials from general hardware
merchants like Bunnings, but very few get
a majority of their material from that source.
NECA CEO Philip Green says that the survey
plays a key role in development of policy and
direction for the Association. Ensuring that the
needs of contractors are met is fundamental
to the ongoing success of individual
businesses and the industry as a whole.
“We work at all levels, from government
down, and it is important that policy,
legislation and the economic framework is
influenced to ensure the environment in
which contractors businesses operate is
enhanced. These findings and respondents’
concerns are noted by NECA and will help
inform the basis of our future direction.”
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Participants were asked to provide comments
and whilst sometimes amusing, prove that there
are serious issues that many in the industry
believe need to be addressed:

−−The median age of respondents is in the late
40s, with nearly one fifth over 55. More than
two thirds are owners of their business.

Enhancing
your business.

ESV adopts
billboard
advertising
to promote
the “Look
Up And Live”
message

ESV is adopting a different but fresh
approach to promoting the “Look Up And
Live” message and help prevent incidents
involving trucks and powerlines on
rural properties.
This high-impact poster showing what can
happen when the tip tray of a truck touches
overhead powerlines is being displayed at key
sites throughout regional Victoria during March
and April.
ESV’s “Look Up And Live” radio and television
commercials were also broadcast on regional
stations for three weeks from mid February.
The campaigns coincide with the season for the
regular bulk delivery of materials such as lime
and fertiliser to Victorian farms.

As ESV and other safety authorities have
continually stressed while delivery trucks
are getting bigger, powerlines remain at the
same height.
ESV has selected some 12 key sites throughout
the state to display the posters.
The towns and cities where the posters will be
displayed include Ballarat, Bendigo (two sites),
Batesford (near Geelong), Benalla, Terang,
Ararat, Elmore, Shepparton South, Traralgon,
Horsham and Wallan.
Don’t forget that copies of the ESV DVD
production “Look Up, Look Down – And Live”
are still available. To place an order access
details in “quick links” on the home page of the
ESV website, or telephone (03) 9203 9700 or
1800 800 158. The DVD is free.
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Tuesday 20 – Thursday 22 April 2010
Melbourne Exhibition Centre

THE LATEST SOLUTIONS WORTH INVESTING IN
Visit Australia’s longest running Workplace Health & Safety Trade Show with
1000s of new workplace health and safety products and services on display
including innovative ways to improve workplace performance.
HOSTED by

Register now safetyinaction.net.au

In pArTnErSHIp WITH

CO-LOCATED WITH

the new
Watt Hour Meter
Slim, efficient,
accurate
with easy
installation!

ESV appeals for
support raising
awareness of
deteriorating
split conduits
ESV is appealing again to the electrical industry – in particular
RECs, LEIWs and LEIs – to help in raising the awareness of
property owners and other trades people to the dangers
of electrical metallic split conduits existing in many older
properties across the State.
The appeal follows the recent death of a 92-year-old man at Hamlyn
Heights, near Geelong. His body was found in the ceiling space of the
property. There were electrical burns to his hand.
ESV investigators called to the scene by Victoria Police and the CFA said
that the electrical wiring in the ceiling space was best described as “a
fatality waiting to happen”. There were a number of damaged Vulcanised
Indian Rubber (VIR) cables in split conduits and exposed defective
connections.
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Initial investigations indicate that the victim contacted a live part of a VIR
cable at a split conduit elbow. The circuit had been modified at some time
in the past and this could have been a contributing factor to the fatality.

Advantages at a glance
• Sets a totally new standard
• Immediate measurement up to 32 A
• Replaces the classic single phase
a.c. watt hour meter
• Quick, space-saving installation only
35 mm in width
• An extremely compact product
• Class 1 Accuracy
• Suitable for verification
• SO - interface for connection to
energy management systems

The remainder of the split conduit was effectively earthed providing the
return path. It appears that the victim was in contact with the effectively
earthed split conduit system when he contacted the live part of the VIR
cable at the split conduit elbow.
There was no safety switch or RCD installed at this installation. A life could
have been saved if one had been installed.
This is the fourth fatality to be recorded in Victoria over the past few years
involving “live” split conduits, and raises some very serious questions about
the condition of conduits still existing in many properties and what can be
done to get them replaced.
ESV is concerned that some younger electricians may not have been
exposed to split conduits and would not be aware of what they are or the
dangers posed when they come across them.
It is ESV’s view that due to age and possible modifications over the years,
some split conduits have lost their earthing continuity and become “live”.
It is proposed to include more information on the dangers of deteriorating
split conduits in the next issue of the magazine and on the ESV website.

CROFT/AMPERE/ESMAG/1/2P

Who else would you trust!
Ampere Electrical Manufacturing Co. Pty. Ltd.
168-176 High St Prahran Victoria, 3181.
Tel (03) 9510 4333, 9510 2428
Fax (03) 9510 5940
Toll Free: 1800 AMPERE (1800 267 373)
www.ampere.com.au

Inside the roof space of the property at Hamlyn Heights where a man died. It shows the
damaged insulation within an isolated conduit resulting in ineffective earthing.
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Investigators found that the piece of split conduit that was suspected of
being energised at 240 volts was not effectively earthed as it was pulled
out of the split conduit elbow it was previously connected into. The VIR
cable insulation at this point was damaged exposing the live conductor.

ESV checks control valve
on LP Gas cylinders
Just before Christmas ESV was advised of
a possible problem with a range of LP Gas
cylinders that incorporated a 3/8” gas
control valve.
It was found that in some cases the male thread
of the valves was slightly out of tolerance, and
with some fittings or appliances it required
additional attention to ensuring any fitting or
appliance engaged and sealed correctly.
A special set of Ring Gauges 3/8” L/Hand
described as GO and NOGO gauges were
obtained and ESV staff visited a number
of different distributors who sold the LP
Gas cylinders in question and randomly
checked their range of cylinders that
incorporated the valve.
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ESV found some variation in the tolerances
on some of the cylinders inspected and the
distributor/supplier was notified.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

Hong Kong
regulators
visit ESV
on Victorian
study tour
Two Hong Kong Regulators, Erik Leung
and David Ho, visited ESV for three days
in December to learn about ESV’s gas
supply and usage regulatory control.
Erik and David are both Engineers from
the Gas Standards Office, Electrical and
Mechanical Services Department (EMSD),
Government of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region.
During their three days with ESV, Erik and David
met Director, Paul Fearon; Executive Advisor
Communications & Public Relations, David GuthrieJones; and staff from Gas Installation & Appliance
Safety and Gas Infrastructure Safety divisions.

The Australian distributors of the affected
cylinders took a very responsive and
responsible attitude to the report and agreed
to a meeting with ESV.
The distributors also agreed to a joint inspection
of the cylinders with the affected valves and
brought with them to the meeting as requested
a range of components and appliances that
attach to these cylinders.
Every component and appliance that was
placed on each individual cylinder engaged
and sealed correctly.
The distributors of the cylinders with the 3/8”
valves have also contacted the manufacturer and
stipulated that the dyes used to cut the thread on
the valve must be renewed on a more regular basis.
A set of GO and NOGO gauges were also
requested from the supplier of the cylinders
so that every 3/8” valve used on any cylinder
will be tested prior to being fitted.
ESV Inspector, Simon Prouse, took the Hong
Kong Regulators to one of his Type B appliance
inspections, (unfortunately the appliance was
on a roof, and yes, it was raining at the time);
and to a high rise building where another ESV
Inspector, Steve Bailey, explained the special
regulatory requirements for such a building.
Simon also took Erik and David to Mt Buller
where they inspected the LP Gas reticulation
system there and met some of the gas
company, Buller Gas, representatives.

One of the valves in question and the gauges which
were used to determine the problem.

“It provided a golden opportunity for us to
exchange views and share our experience for
our mutual interests in enhancing gas safety for
our community.
“Both ESV and EMSD have a common mission
in enhancing the safety and the quality of life of
our community. In this regard, we look forward
to establishing a closer rapport between ESV
and EMSD,” said the letter.

Some at ESV were fortunate to attend Erik’s
fascinating presentation on the Hong Kong
Regulator. Basically, the one Regulator does
the work currently performed by WorkSafe, the
Plumbing Industry Commission and ESV here in
Victoria. Also, Regulatory personnel are shifted
from one section to another after an average
of three years service in a section. Thus, Erik
and David, who are currently in the gas safety
section, may find themselves in the lifts and
hydraulics section in the coming years.
Following the visit, Erik wrote to Director of
Energy Safety, Paul Fearon, and said the visit
had allowed them to gain an insight into ESV’s
best practices in gas safety.

Pictured at the initial meeting held at ESV’s new
Brandon Office Park offices are David Ho; Type B Gas
Inspector, Simon Prouse; Gas Safety Officer, Roger
Lambie; Manager Complex Gas Appliance Safety,
Ignazio Cannizzo; Executive Manager Gas Installation
& Appliance Safety, Paul Bonsak; and Erik Leung.

Take off your hard hat
‘State of the Art’ Skills Centre now open.
Our innovative blended learning facility gives your apprentices the right
combination of practical and theory, to SPARK their interest.
Extending the skills and knowledge of your business.

www.370degrees.com.au

03 9388 0566

107 Brunswick Road, Brunswick

Beware the bargain gas or
electrical appliance offered
on internet trading sites
There’s an old adage that if something
looks too good to be true then there is
a very good chance that it is just that –
too good to be true!
At the same time everyone loves a “bargain”
and there is usually a host to choose from on
internet trading sites.
But the “bargains” often turn out to be lemons,
with many of the gas and electrical appliances
in particular – both old and new – offered on
these sites turning out to be totally unsuited for
Australian conditions.
Not only that, they are usually non compliant
and even unsafe – leaving a bitter taste in the
mouth of the unsuspecting purchaser. But if it
looks all right and the price is attractive, then
some people are bound to be tempted.
Therefore it is worth reminding vendors, existing
and potential – and potential purchasers for that
matter – that it is illegal for a person to supply
offer or sell a gas appliance that is not certified
by an accepted certifying body as approved by
ESV. (Gas Safety Act 1997 Clause 71)

The general community needs to be aware that
gas appliances sold legally in Australia have to
meet stringent operating and safety standards.

ESV has investigated a number of instances
where an uncertified appliance has not only
been installed but injured the operator. These
uncertified appliances are predominantly
imported from overseas.
From a gas perspective, the appliances include
hot water services, cookers, space heaters even
portable camping equipment.
Purchasing a Second Hand Appliance via
the internet or other media:
A Second Hand Appliance in Victoria is one that
has previously been certified by a Certifying
Body accepted by ESV. (Gas Safety (Gas
Installation) Regulations 2008 Schedule 3)

Please note that a person who sells a non
certified gas appliance will be prosecuted and
fined; any remaining stocks of product will be
destroyed. (Gas Safety Act 1997 Clause 70).
A person must not knowingly, recklessly or
negligently supply or offer to supply or sell
or offer to sell an appliance that is unsafe.
Gas Safety Act 1997 Clause 71A).
A person who purchases an appliance that
is not certified will have the offending appliance
disconnected and isolated from the gas or
electrical supply. That means having to buy
a certified replacement and spending money
to install it.
Be warned!

Points to be considered before purchasing a
second hand gas appliance include: (AS 56012004 Clause 5.1.3)
>>How long has it been in use prior to it being
purchased?
>>Are the components of the appliance in working
order i.e. Thermostat, Safety Device etc?
>>Are the components in the appliance still
available if replacement is required? Alternate
components used to replace a worn one
would require certification from a certifying
body for use in the appliance if it was not the
original component.

The emergence of the internet trading sites
over recent years means more and more non
compliant gas and electrical appliances are
available for the unwary.

>>Was the appliance ever the subject of a
recall and will any upgrade work be required
to meet certification and safety standards?
(Gas Safety Act 1997 Clause 71A).

HIGHACCESS

DIY OR CALL OUR ELECTRICIANS
TO GET THE JOB DONE FOR YOU

An unapproved cooker offered for
sale on an internet trading site.

ALL SUBURBS
7 DAYS A WEEK

HIGH ACCESS HIRE

HIGH ACCESS CABLING

• Cherry Pickers
• Electric Scissor Lifts
• Rough Terrain Scissor Lifts
• Boom Lifts
• Arrow & VMS Boards
• Short & Long Term Rental
• 24/7 Service for all
Emergencies

• Car Park & Street Lighting
• Factory Lighting
• Sports Ground Lighting
• CCTV
• “No Go Zone” Permits
• Traffic Management
• Free Quotes

REC 16801

Call (03) 9850 5111
HAH magnets.indd 1
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Call (03) 9850 1174
23/4/09 5:55:20 PM
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And, very importantly it is an offence for a
person to install or commission a gas appliance
that is not certified. (Gas Safety Act 1997 Clause
70): AS 5601-2004 Clause 5.1.1.

It is also important to remember that house
and contents insurance could be declared null
and void by insurance companies if fires can
be attributed to uncertified appliances and
equipment.

Working underground for
five months has its rewards
energysafe talks to A-Phase Electrical
about their award-winning electrical
installation in Victoria’s Buchan Caves.
Justin O’Connor now knows the difference
between stalactites and stalagmites. He should:
he worked for nearly five months underground in
a darkened cave trying not to bump into them.
Justin is a licensed A-Grade electrician and
project manager for A-Phase Electrical in
Moorabbin. He led the team responsible for
rewiring and relighting the Buchan Caves for
Parks Victoria – a project for which A-Phase
won both the Victorian and National NECA
Excellence awards in the Small Contracting
Business category.
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The Buchan Caves lie near the timber and
dairying town of Buchan, 360 km east of
Melbourne. There are two spectacular limestone
caves with beautiful calcite-rimmed pools and
elaborate stalactites and stalagmites.
The team from A-Phase installed new feature
lighting for these very special natural formations.
The team also installed new emergency lighting
while completely updating the wiring and,
in turn, improving safety for the hundreds of
thousands of visitors to the caves.

Justin was shocked to discover floodlights
sitting in pools of water with no RCD protection
in the cave. There were floodlights with bare
240V wiring sitting on chicken wire and
distribution boards sitting in the dirt.

“This was definitely a career highlight for us,”
said Justin. “This has really opened us up to
new experiences. And it means our apprentices
become well-rounded individuals. It all worked
out so well.”

The team from A-Phase replaced the outmoded
and dangerous wiring. They then installed
hundreds of 12V LED pathway lights. These
were manufactured specially for the caves, in
the style of truck lights on big road trains with
special covers and mounts.

For the record, stalactites “hang tite” to the ceiling,
while stalagmites “hold mite” to the ground.

This new feature prevented ongoing damage
to the cave’s natural features; the existing
floodlights were too hot and too harsh for the
sensitive cave formations and were causing
moss to grow too rapidly.

The formations are created by rainwater seeping
through cracks and dissolving some of the
limestone. As each droplet comes through the
roof it deposits calcite. In time, stalactites are
formed on the roof of the cave, and stalagmites
build up from droplets that fall to the floor.
For more information about the Buchan Caves visit
Parks Victoria online: www.parkweb.vic.gov.au

Another real benefit of the LEDs was to reduce
the wattage load and energy consumption in
each cave by 70%: a real achievement.
Meanwhile, the A-Phase apprentices were
getting the experience of their lives.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

Justin never thought he and his workmates
would enjoy working underground, quite so
much. “It was an awesome experience”, he said.
But this awesome experience was not without
its challenges. Working in a cave meant working
in the dark with head-torches, in confined
spaces, sometimes with poor ventilation, for up
to 8 or 9 hours a day.

New equipment installed as part of the
lighting project at Buchan Caves.

The team needed to be checked for vitamin D
deficiency from working in the dark, said Justin.
They were also monitored for the low-level,
naturally occurring background radiation in
the caves. Not harmful, but enough to warrant
checks.
Access was so difficult, said Justin. All materials
needed to be moved by hand, at distances
up to one-and-a-half kilometres. It’s a long
way down, especially if you’re carrying a huge
distribution board, and the builders are still
building the handrails.

Some of the “interiors” within the Buchan Caves

“The problem is,” said Justin, “when you turn a
corner in a cave, it’s pitch black. And if you yell
from around a corner … no-one can hear you.”
“We were very, very careful,” said Justin. He and
his team installed temporary lighting and worked
on one small section at a time.
The site was definitely due for an overhaul.
Some of the existing lighting was in 240V, but
much of it was from the original installation in
the 1960s. There were 32V transformers on
50-year-old boards.
There were only 11 distribution boards in the
caves, spread along 500 metres of cave, with
only one emergency light.
Pictures of cave interiors: courtesy Parks Victoria.

The entry the Fairy Cave.

Production of ESV’s new
electricity safety DVD
Production of ESV’s new electricity
safety DVD covering in particular
the issue of “live” work performed
by electricians young and old is
progressing well.

ESV plans to seek endorsement for the
production from its safety partners and
proposes that it should be available for
distribution to all interested parties including
TAFE colleges, trainers, the electrical trades,
industry associations, trade unions and others.

ESV and the electrical trades is concerned that
experienced and younger workers continue to
work “live” on switchboards in many situations
even though it does not take much for things to
go horribly wrong and for horrific injuries to be
received.

Once the DVD is completed its availability will
be announced in the magazine and on the ESV
website.

The experience of one young worker is a
particular feature of the production. It only took
the dropping of a screwdriver to cause a major
explosion and within a matter of seconds he had
received wide ranging burns. While the incident
occurred more than a year ago the victim is still
recovering from his injuries.

Actor Caitlin Muscat playing the girlfriend
of the victim is shocked to see his condition.

Treatment for the victim’s extensively burned arms.
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The DVD points out all too clearly that
electricians do not have to work “live” and
should never be forced to do so whatever the
circumstances.
Significant footage was shot before Christmas at
The Alfred Hospital, the Epworth Hospital and a
restaurant. Currently underway is some further
filming, the recording of the voiceover and post
production.

ESV’s tips
for safe use
of electricity
during extreme
weather events
These are ESV’s electricity safety
messages to the community on days of
forecasted extremely hot weather and
strong winds.
>>Because of the extreme weather and demand
on the power system, some properties could
experience power blackouts;
>>Restrict the use of electricity in the home to
avoid overloading the power system;
>>Turn off lights if not required. This action will
reduce heat in the property;
>>Do not set the thermostat for air conditioning
systems at temperatures below 25 deg.C;
>>Ensure that air conditioning systems are
serviced regularly so that they operate
effectively and are not overloaded;
>>Do not use electrical appliances close to
swimming pools – or in the pools themselves.
An electric shock received in the swimming
pool area is more likely to be fatal than in other
locations;

Director of Photography for the production, Tony
Brennan, films a scene with the victim and the switchboard

>>If using appliances, such as coolers or “bug
zappers” for the first time, ensure they are in
good working order;
>>Avoid the overuse of powerboards and
extension leads to power appliances;
>>Do not use any appliances if there is doubt
about their condition and safety;
Important electricity safety messages for
households
ESV also provides the following safety tips for
households:
>>When outdoors keep clear of powerlines
which have fallen to the ground because
of high winds and make sure others do the
same. They could be “live” and dangerous.
>>If electricity supplies have not been restored to
homes for any reason, householders must not
connect generators or perform other electrical
work around the home. Such practice is both
illegal and dangerous – such work can only be
carried out by licensed electricians.
>>Households still without power after
electricity supplies have been restored to
their neighbourhood should seek the help of
their network provider. The problem could
be a fault in the supply line to the property,
or a fault within the property’s electrical
installation.
>>If there are continuing power supply problems
within properties, an electrician licensed by
Energy Safe Victoria must be engaged to
perform any electrical repair work. Contact
a registered electrical contractor – contact

Learning to walk again – all part of the
rehabilitation process for the victim.

details are available in local newspapers and
Yellow Pages phone directories.
>>When there is a power cut, make sure cooling
appliances are turned off (if they come back
on and there is no one at the property, fires
could eventuate).
>>Where properties have been significantly
damaged by storms or strong winds, it is
imperative that checks of wiring and other
electrical installations are made before
appliances are connected and turned on.
Such checks must be carried out by a licensed
electrician or licensed electrical inspector.
Further information: www.esv.vic.gov.au
In the case of emergencies, households are
advised to contact their network provider.
Relevant contact details for faults and
emergencies can be found on power bills.
Victoria’s distribution businesses can be
contacted on the following numbers:
Powercor 132 412 (outer western
suburbs and western Victoria)
CitiPower 131 280 (Melbourne CBD
and inner suburbs)
Jemena 131 626 (northern and inner
western suburbs)
United Energy 132 099 (inner eastern/south
eastern suburbs, Mornington Peninsula)
SP AusNet 131799 (outer eastern
and Eastern Victoria)
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The production may also include other examples
of situations where electricians expose
themselves to danger and do the wrong thing.

Prosecutions
ESV has recently taken legal proceedings
against the following. Under the Privacy
Act, energysafe is precluded from
publishing the names of individuals
charged with offences.

>

>
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 n REC was charged with engaging a
A
person to carry out electrical work who was
not an LEIW, three counts of permitting a
person to carry out work that was not in
accordance with the Electricity Safety Act
and Regulations, and giving information that
was misleading. The defendant agreed to
be of good behaviour for 12 months and to
make a donation of $5000 to the SES.
The defendant was also ordered to pay
costs of $11 864.
 indsay F. Nelson Pty Ltd, a trucking
L
company, was charged with refusing to
provide information and damaging a network
asset so as to be likely to cause risk. The
defendant company agreed to be of good
behaviour for 12 months and to make a
donation of $500 to a local charity.

undertaking to be of good behaviour
for 12 months. The defendant was also
ordered to donate $250 to a local charity
and pay costs of $2500.

>

 driver was charged with damaging a
A
network asset so as to be likely to cause
risk. The defendant agreed to be of good
behaviour for 12 months and donate $250
to a local charity.

>

 idas Trading Australia Pty Ltd, an
M
electrical goods retailer, was charged with
five counts of offering to sell goods that are
not approved for sale and three counts of
selling goods that do not meet prescribed
standards. The defendant company was
convicted and fined $20 000. It was also
ordered to pay costs of $1700.

>

J ACE Builders Pty Ltd, a builder, was
charged with offering to sell a gas
appliance that is not approved. The
defendant gave an undertaking to be
of good behaviour for 12 months.

>

 company director was charged with
A
offering to sell a gas appliance that is
not approved. The defendant gave an
undertaking to be of good behaviour for
12 months. The defendant was also
ordered to pay costs of $1400.

 company director was charged with
A
damaging a network asset so as to be
likely to cause risk. The defendant gave an

Infringement notice summary
Feb
09

Mar
09

Apr
09

May
09

Jun
09

Jul
09

Aug
09

Sep
09

Oct
09

Nov
09

Dec
09

Jan
10

Total

1

3

2

6

4

5

4

0

0

1

5

2

33

Total
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Infringement notices 2008/09

types of infringement notices issued
Penalty

2008/2009

REC LEW Other

Offence Code

Offence

Feb 09

REC

6232

Fails to have work inspected by inspector

Mar 09

OTHER

6376

Employ unlicensed contractor/person

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$567

OTHER

3588

Gas fitting work did not comply

$454

LEW

6230

Fails to give description of work

REC

6378

Fails to have work inspected by inspector

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

LEW

6228

Fails to complete certificate within time

$113

LEW

6228

Fails to complete certificate within time

$110

LEW

6228

Fails to complete certificate within time

$110

REC

6241

Fails to complete certificate

$113

REC

6241

Fails to complete certificate

$113

REC

6217

Employ unlicensed person

$567

LEW

6228

Fails to complete certificate within time

$113

LEW

6228

Fails to complete certificate within time

$113

LEW

6228

Fails to complete certificate within time

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2,268

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2,268

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2,268

LEW

6299

Fails to give electronic notice in time

LEW

6243

Fails to lodge copy with ESV

LEW

6228

Fail to complete certificate within time

OTHER

3595

Unauthorised excavation near pipeline

$1,134

OTHER

6384

Supply equipment not approved

$2,336

LEW

6231

Fail to state that work complies

$113

November 09

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$584

December 09

OTHER

6201

Supply unregistered electrical equipment

$567

OTHER

6205

Offer unregistered electrical equipment

$567

OTHER

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$567

REC

6242

Fails to give certificate within time

$113

LEW

6242

Fails to give certificate within time

$113

LEW

6350

Interfere with a network asset

$234

REC

6350

Interfere with a network asset

$234

April 09

May 09

June 09

July 09

August 09

January 10

$454
$2,835

$113
$2,268
$567

$113

$57
$113
$113

Man
electrocuted
while
robbing
service
station
Two electrocutions were recorded in
the Northern Territory in early January,
both of them in bizarre circumstances.
One man died while allegedly robbing
a service station while the other was
electrocuted trying to fix a TV antenna.
Northern Territory police said a would-be
burglar was electrocuted while breaking into an
outback petrol station. They said the man was
found dead, entangled in cables in the roof of
the station.
Duty Superintendent Michael Murphy told the
media that the owner of the Jabiru petrol station
found the 24-year-old man dead inside the roof
about 11pm on a Sunday.
“It appears the male has entered through the
roof space into the ceiling cavity, obviously
activated the alarm and I believe at this stage
has either panicked or he’s tried to terminate the
alarm by cutting cables with a pair of secateurs,”
he said.
“He’s inadvertently grabbed a live power cable,
cut that and obviously... had fatal injuries from
electrocution.”
In the second incident police believe wiring
attached to a solar hot water system may be the
cause of an electrocution in Palmerston. Michael
Brown, 23, was electrocuted after going onto
his roof to adjust his television antenna.
Police say his wife heard him fall and went
to investigate. She found him on the roof not
breathing, and then performed CPR. Ambulance
workers also tried to resuscitate the man, but he
was pronounced dead shortly after arriving at
Royal Darwin Hospital.
WorkSafe and police have investigated the
accident scene and police are urging people
to take extreme caution around electricity and
on roofs.
Duty Superintendent Murphy said: “Have
qualified people deal with electrical cables,
anything that requires adequate training – get
your qualified people to engage in that sort
of thing, don’t do it yourself because there’s
inherent dangers with it.”
Handy safety hint. Statistics show
that the most frequent of gas related
incidents within the home involve
cooktops and heaters. Never leave
cooking unattended. Make sure there
are no flammable materials near
appliances. Always have appliances
installed and regularly serviced by a
licensed gasfitter.

Products removed from
supply after visit by ESV
A Brunswick retail outlet has withdrawn
two electrical appliances from sale
following a visit from ESV Enforcement
Officer, Trevor Hudson. Apart from being
non-compliant, both products featured
plugs with two round European pins.
The products in question were Kahwe Arzum
Coffee Makers, a liquid heating appliance, and
Vona Ovens, a portable cooking appliance.

The retailer was also warned that ESV could
serve Infringement Notices for any failure
to comply with the Act. The penalty for an
Infringement Notice ranges from $467 to
$2,336 for each breach.
The retailer was required to supply to ESV a
written statement advising:
>>contact details of the supplier of the coffee
makers and portable cooking appliances and
proof of purchase if available;

In letters sent to the retailer, ESV warned that
supply flexible cords with two round European
pins are not allowed to be sold in Australia.

>> total number of all the unapproved products sold;

“You are advised that on electrical equipment,
any fitted plug or pins for direct insertion into
a socket outlet shall comply with AS/NZS
3112:2004, Approval and test specification –
Plugs and socket-outlets. This standard also
requires that the active and neutral plug pins
be of the insulated type from 3 April 2005.

>>why the products were being sold without an
Australian Approval marking;

“The penalty for non-compliance is up to $4,673
for a natural person and in the case of a body
corporate up to $23,364,” said the letters.

>>total number of all the unapproved products
still in stock;

>>why appliances fitted with European plugs
were being supplied; and,
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>>actions being taken by the retailer to ensure
that all non-compliant, or prescribed electrical
equipment without approval, is immediately
withdrawn from supply.

ESV also expressed its concern to the retailer
that there was no evidence of the required
Australian approval marking on either of the
products in question.

A European plug fitted to one of the products.

Man electrocuted
in factory incident
ESV is investigating the electrocution
of a 26-year-old man at a factory in
Bayswater North in late February.

Using
earthmoving
equipment
near overhead
powerlines?
A new WorkSafe handbook, “Using
earthmoving equipment near overhead
electrical assets” is available online.

The factory produces rubber car components.
ESV investigators called to the scene
ascertained that a mark found on the victims
chest was an electrical burn mark which lined
up with the exposed live terminals of a large
hydraulic press used for pressing rubber.

The handbook provides simplified guidance,
for employers and operators of earthmoving
equipment, based on existing WorkSafe
‘No Go Zone’ publications.

Testing confirmed that the exposed heating
element terminals of the hydraulic press were
energised at 240 volts to the effectively earthed
metal frame of the press.

It outlines how to establish safe work
procedures using knowledge of the
equipment’s design limits and the overhead
electrical assets.

The victim was in the process of changing the
press plates. To do this he needed to remove
the terminal covers of the heating elements
allowing access to the bolts. This action
then exposed him to the live terminals of the
elements when the main electrical isolator was
left in the ON position.
In this case the isolator was found by the factory
manager in the ON position.

The unapproved coffee maker and cooking appliance.

Work near overhead powerlines and
associated equipment is classified as
high-risk construction work under the
Occupational Health & Safety Regulations
2007.
To download a copy of the handbook, visit
www.worksafe.vic.gov.au
The hydraulic press involved in the incident.
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“The electrical equipment being supplied without
an approval marking would appear to be not in
accordance with Section 57(2) of the Electricity
Safety Act. The penalty for non-compliance is
up to $4,673 for a natural person and in the
case of a body corporate up to $23,364.”

THE INCIDENTS
A death in a shed at a property in East Gippsland on 26 November 2009. Enquiries have
established that the victim was clutching a damaged extension lead socket when found.
It is understood the victim was operating a power tool in the shed when he was electrocuted.
The shed had an earthen floor which was extremely wet in parts. The victim was not wearing
shoes or socks. His life would have been saved if a safety switch had been installed.
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THE DAMAGED EXTENSION LEAD SOCKET WHICH THE VICTIM WAS CLUTCHING

A 21-year-old excavator driver received a severe electric shock while digging a trench to install
new drainage pipes at the Stawell Racecourse on 27 November 2009. The digger struck an
underground mains cable and he went into the trench to investigate. He received the shock
when he picked up the damaged cable. He was flown to the Royal Melbourne Hospital by
Air Ambulance but died on 30 November.
THE SITE WHERE THE INCIDENT OCCURRED. THE DAMAGED POWER CABLE

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

ESV is also investigating the death of a 42-year-old man at Grantville, South Gippsland, on
28 November 2009. From preliminary enquiries, it appears the victim was involved in servicing
a truck outside a garage. His body was found at the rear of the truck after the raised tipping
tray had contacted a 22 kV overhead powerline. Death or serious injury can result from every
incident where contact is made with an overhead electric line.
THE TIPPER TRUCK INVOLVED IN THE INCIDENT

ESV is also assisting in the investigation into the death of a man in his backyard at Ballarat on 30 October. The post mortem has confirmed the victim
was electrocuted. Enquiries have established that at the time of his death, the victim was using two metal probes attached to a 240 volt generator.
The probes were being used to place into the ground to entice worms to come to the surface so they could be collected as fishing bait.
Director of Energy Safety, Mr Paul Fearon, said: “While preliminary investigations are underway into the deaths, it has to be concluded that all these
tragic events could have been avoided if simple safety precautions had been taken.

“It is essential that the community understands that electricity can be dangerous
if not respected and used properly.”
Follow these simple precautions to stay safe around electricity:
• Install safety switches on both the power and lighting circuits in
properties, including sheds and garages;

• Always use an electrician licensed by Energy Safe Victoria for any
electrical work;

• Do not use damaged electrical equipment or appliances. If in doubt,
throw them out and ensure they cannot be recycled:

• Drivers and operators of tipping trucks must be aware of overhead
powerlines and keep well clear of them. Job safety assessments
must be completed before starting any work in the vicinity of
overhead powerlines. Display “Look Up And Live” stickers on the
windscreens of all tipper trucks;

• Check that extension leads are not damaged with exposed wiring;
• Always wear appropriate clothing when operating power tools and
other electrical equipment;
• Extension leads and powerboards are just a short term solution
to powering appliances. Arrange for permanent power points to
be installed;

• Be aware that there could be underground electric cables and other
services within the vicinity of excavation work. Check their location
through the Dial Before You Dig service where appropriate or seek
local knowledge on their whereabouts.
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The “Look Up And Live” sticker and the
cover of ESV’s safety DVD “Look Up,
Look Down – And Live”.
They can be obtained from ESV.

Father and son
electrocuted as windmill
touches powerlines
ESV together with WorkSafe and Victoria Police are investigating
the recent electrocution of a father and son after a windmill
contacted an overhead 12,700 volt single wire earth return
(SWER) line.
The accident happened on a rural property at Rainbow, 100 kms north west
of Horsham, on Tuesday, 16 March.
The men, aged about 60 and 35, were helping a neighbour to move the eight
metre high windmill which was placed on a front end loader when it hit the
powerlines.
Two other men, also a father and son, suffered serious burns to their legs
when they went to help the other men. Despite their injuries they walked to
the Rainbow-Nhill Road to get help.

‘’But no one looked up,’’ he said. ‘’Police have spoken to all the families
and they are very distraught and upset.’’
Power to the area had to be switched off and paramedics were reportedly
unable to get to the scene because of the sandy ground.
The Rainbow community was in mourning following the deaths of the father
and son who lived on the same property and farmed sheep and grain.
The son was president of the Jeparit-Rainbow Lakers football club and
was a former player. He was also a keen horse rider who leaves a wife and
two boys of primary school age.
Hindmarsh Shire Council mayor Michael Gawith told the media that it
appeared the men were ‘’just being good neighbours’’ by helping move
the windmill. They were known by everyone in the community and were
heavily involved in local sports.
‘’They were good farmers and good community people.
‘’The tragedy of it all is that a wife has lost her husband and son and
a young woman has been widowed and two young boys have been
orphaned,” said the mayor.

They were flown by air ambulance to The Alfred Hospital and they were
reported to be in a stable condition.
There were also reports that another man at the scene of the accident
suffered shock and needed attention at the Jeparit Medical Centre.
Director of Energy Safety, Paul Fearon, said the tragic accident was
particularly disappointing as it came after a similar incident involving a truck and
powerline in late November last year and three other powerline and truck related
deaths in 2006.
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He said it would have to be one of the worst incidents resulting from direct
contact with overhead powerlines in Victoria’s history.
Paul said that ESV had initiated:
>>The distribution last year of ESV’s safety DVD “Look Up, Look Down –
And Live” to every farm in Victoria with the VFF’s annual FarmGuide;
>>Undertaken a “Look Up And Live” regional TV and radio campaign which
ran for three weeks from the middle of February;

Paul said the “Look Up And Live” message had been promoted constantly
over many decades by the SEC, the Office of the Chief Electrical Inspector
and ESV.    

There’s a BIG difference
between Protect and other
industry severance schemes
✔ same age ✔ same length of service ✔ same severance entitlement

Horsham Police Service Area Inspector Colin Renton told the media
the men were using a front-end loader to move the windmill up a hill
and beside a dam and bore.

New registration/licence
application and renewal
arrangements
ESV advises that over the counter registration/licence
application and renewal facilities are no longer available
at its Brandon Office Park, Glen Waverley, location.
The facility was withdrawn from close of business on Friday, 19 March,
2010 due to a lack of demand for it.
All other application and renewal facilities will continue. These include the
over the counter facility at ESV’s Southbank office, email correspondence,
online renewals and telephone transactions.

Electrocution incident ad
The full page advertisement with details of the three electrocutions
published by ESV in regional dailies and agricultural newspapers.

Tony

Dave

$17,570

$25,650

Typical industry
severance termination
account

Protect’s unique
genuine redundancy
account

BIG difference in Dave’s pocket after just 7 years
Protect is Australia’s only industry severance scheme that offers members
access to tax-free payments if their position is made redundant.
If you have a Protect genuine redundancy account, and your job is no
longer required, the first $7,732 of your severance claim is tax-free. Plus
an additional $3,867 is tax-free for each subsequent year of completed
service with your employer.
Over 30 years, the difference could be an extra $37,761 in your pocket.
Is your severance protected by Australia’s best industry scheme?

To find out more
Call 1300 134 417
or visit www.protect.net.au
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>>Arranged for ESV’s “Look Up and Live” billboard posters to be displayed
over March and April in Ballarat, Bendigo (two sites), Batesford (near
Geelong), Benalla, Terang, Ararat, Elmore, Shepparton South, Traralgon,
Horsham and Wallan. (See article and image on page 12).

Recovery crews at the scene of the double fatality.
The SWER line can seen in contact with the windmill

Frequently Asked Questions
on the amended Wiring Rules
The new edition of the Australian/New
Zealand Standard for Wiring Rules
(AS/NZS 3000:2007) was released in
November 2007 and revised by
Amendment 1 in July 2009.
Produced by the joint Standards Australia/
Standards New Zealand Committee EL-001,
the revised edition expands on issues relating
to electrical installations, improves safeguards
and, addresses the needs and expectations
of stakeholders.
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The amended edition of the Wiring Rules
Standard is available in Australia from Standards
Australia’s distributor of Australian Standards,
SAI Global at www.saiglobal.com/shop or 131
242 and in New Zealand from Standards New
Zealand at www.standards.co.nz
energysafe published some of the Frequently
Asked Questions (FAQs) and answers which
have been developed by the committee
responsible for the Wiring Rules (2007) and
Amendment 1 in Issues 17 and 18. Further
FAQs are published here. They explain some
of the issues which have been raised by users
of the Standard. The last instalment of FAQs will
be published in the next issue of the magazine.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

FAQ 011/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
5.6.2.6 & CLAUSE 6.3.3.2
5.6.2.6 EQUIPOTENTIAL BONDING—
Arrangement—Swimming and spa pools
6.3.3.2 SWIMMING POOLS, PADDLING
POOLS AND SPA POOLS OR TUBS—
Protection against electric shock—
Supplementary equipotential bonding
Question 011/2009. Do extraneous
conductive parts such as a pool fence, which
are located inside Zone 1 or Zone 2 surrounding
a pool, but beyond arm’s reach, require
equipotential bonding?
Answer. No. Clause 6.3.3.2 requires extraneous
conductive parts within Zone 1 or Zone 2 to
be bonded in accordance with Clause 5.6.2.6.
Clause 5.6.2.6 does not require bonding of such
extraneous conductive parts unless they are
within arm’s reach of the pool’s edge.
FAQ 012/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
5.5.3.5
5.5.3.5 EARTHING ARRANGEMENTS—
Particular methods of earthing—
Unprotected consumers mains
Question 012/2009. What are considered to
be unprotected consumers mains in accordance
with AS/NZS 3000:2007?
Answer. Unprotected consumers mains are
those that are not protected by a Service
Protective Device (SPD).
FAQ 013/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
3.11 AND TABLE 3.5
3.11 UNDERGROUND WIRING SYSTEMS
TABLE 3.5 UNDERGROUND WIRING
SYSTEM CATEGORIES
Question 013/2009. What distinguishes a
neutral screened cable suitable to be buried
direct in the ground without mechanical
protection from other neutral screened cables?

Answer. A neutral screened cable with a
sheath of at least 3.2 mm thickness,
marked “UNDERGROUND” and complying
with AS/NZS 4961.
FAQ 014/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
1.9.3
1.9.3 MEANS OF COMPLIANCE –
Alterations, additions and repairs
Question 014/2009. When an addition is
made to a circuit protected by a semi-enclosed
rewireable fuse, under what conditions should
the semi-enclosed rewireable fuse be replaced?
Answer.
(a) Short-circuit protection
The semi-enclosed rewireable fuse should be
replaced with another type of protective device
when the prospective short-circuit current is
greater than 1 kA (e.g. change in distribution
network).
(b) Overload current protection
The semi-enclosed rewireable fuse should
be replaced with another type of protective
device when the marked current rating of the
fuse or fuse element is greater than 69% of the
continuous current-carrying capacity of the
cable.
(c) Degradation of the fuse base and/or carrier
The semi-enclosed rewireable fuse should be
replaced with another type of protective device
when there is a visible significant deposition
of carbon and/or copper on the fuse base
or carrier.
FAQ 015/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
1.4.63
1.4.63 Live part
Question 015/2009. When a circuit is isolated
by means of an isolating switch acting in all live
(active and neutral) conductors is the neutral
conductor downstream of the switch regarded
as live?
Answer: No.
FAQ 016/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007 – CLAUSE
2.6.3.2
2.6.3.2 Where additional protection is
required – Other electrical installations
Question 016/2009. Are circuits supplying
only exit signs and emergency lighting required
to be protected by an RCD?
Answer: No. They would be included in
Exception 5 of this Clause since disconnection
of the circuit by an RCD could cause a danger
greater than earth leakage current.
FAQ 017/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
2.6.3.5 & CLAUSE 2.6.3.1
2.6.3.5 Alterations, additions and repairs
2.6.3.1 Residential electrical installations
Question 017/2009. Does the addition of
a combination fan, light and heater unit, an
exhaust ceiling fan or a ceiling sweep fan (with
an unswitched socket outlet) to an existing
lighting circuit without RCD protection need
to be protected by an RCD?

Answer: No. For the purposes of Clause 2.6.3.1
combination fan, light and heating units, exhaust
fans and ceiling sweep fans are all regarded as
lighting points.
FAQ 018/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—CLAUSE
1.7.2 & CLAUSE 2.9.2.5
1.7.2 INSTALLATION WORK PRACTICE
2.9.2.5 LOCATION OF SWITCHBOARDS–
restricted locations
Question 018/2009. Do the provisions of
Clause 2.9.2.5 (c) apply to a switchboard
installed within a service duct or shaft that
provides access to building services such as
telecommunications, data, power and similar
in a multi-storey building?
Answer. No. For the purposes of Clause 2.9.2.5 (c)
a service duct or shaft in a multi-storey building is
not regarded as a cupboard or similar enclosure.
The location of a switchboard installed in a
service duct or shaft is required to satisfy Clause
2.9.2.2 and access to the service duct or shaft
should be restricted to authorized persons.
FAQ 019/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—
CLAUSE 3.6.2
3.6.2 VOLTAGE DROP – Value
Question 019/2009. Is the 7% voltage
drop applicable to rural type installation
(e.g. homestead, shearing shed, other
accommodation, irrigation pumps, etc)?
Answer. Yes. Provided the transformer is
dedicated to the installation
FAQ 020/2009: AS/NZS 3000:2007—
CLAUSE 3.9.7.1.2
3.9.7.1.2 Particular requirements
Consumers mains – Unprotected
Question 020/2009. In addition to the wiring
systems identified in items (i) to (iv), under what
conditions would an unenclosed, insulated and
sheathed cable be permitted as unprotected
consumers mains for installations?
Answer. Subject to any additional requirements
or restrictions of the electricity distributor, the
following installation conditions for an insulated
and sheathed cable are deemed to minimise
the risk of short–circuit: (a) Installed in areas that
would not be subject to mechanical damage
(see Clause 3.9.4), for example –
(i) supported more than 50mm from surfaces in
a roof space that may be penetrated by nails,
screws or drills and in a location not subject to
damage by access within the roof space (ii) run
in double brick or brick veneer wall cavities; or
(iii) supported by cable trays or ladders or at the
point of attachment at a height of not less than
2.5m from the ground, floor or platform (out of
arms reach); and,
(b) Additional mechanical protection of the
cable, by insulating, enclosing or installing
barriers, at any points along the mains likely
to be damaged due to movement, for
example where the cable passes through
or contacts abrasive building materials or
for any other reason.
Additional requirements may be applied
by various States in Australia.

Advice for
testing foil
insulation
to see if
it’s “live”
The Federal Government’s home
insulation program has rarely been
out of the headlines in recent months.
After four fatalities and a series of fires
attributed to the program, it has now
been suspended.
In one of the latest moves, the Federal
Government has announced that every home
with foil insulation installed will have the choice
to either have the insulation removed, or have a
safety switch installed.
While it is unlikely that a significant amount of foil
insulation has been installed in the ceiling space of
Victorian homes, ESV urges the electrical trades to
be particularly wary if such insulation is encountered
at any time to make sure it is not “live”.

Installation of foil insulation is an issue mainly
in Queensland and the following advice
issued by the state’s Electrical Safety Office
could be useful.
Voltmeter measurements
Where de-energised testing has proven an
electrical installation is electrically safe, but
further testing with a high impedance voltmeter
indicates the presence of a possible touch
voltage, other testing needs to be undertaken
to determine the nature of this voltage.
A characteristic of a high impedance meter
is that electrical measurements can indicate
a voltage that may in fact be due to a touch
voltage other than directly from the mains
supply or electricity generation systems. These
voltages have a high impedance source and
can occur as a result of capacitive coupling
between energised circuits and non-energised,
non-electrically connected adjacent wiring or
conductive parts.
Due to the coupling effect under normal
test conditions, using a high impedance
multimeter (most digital volt meters) it is not
always possible to determine if the circuit
or conductive part under test is energised
or de-energised. This may create confusion
when performing the test and can lead
to unnecessary work practices such as
disconnections and isolations.

A 23-year-old medical intern received
critical burns in a gas blast at a unit in
Wangaratta in early February.
ESV is continuing to investigate the incident
along with the CFA.

Firstly he went to the bedroom to get a cigarette
lighter from a pair of jeans. On his way from
the bedroom to the kitchen he decided to test
the lighter and ignited it. Then the explosion
occurred.

The intern, who was employed at the
Wangaratta Hospital, received burns to some
65% of his body. Following the explosion
the victim was taken to The Alfred hospital
and placed in an induced coma. He has
subsequently made a good recovery.

Lowering the impedance of the voltmeter
will establish whether the voltage is from a
sustained or a relatively low impedance source.
If the voltage originates from a sustained source
the reading will remain relatively constant.
Conversely, if the measured voltage is from an
induced voltage from within the installation the
voltmeter will read very close to zero voltage,
indicating the circuit, connection, or conductive
part is not energised.
Where the measurements do not exceed the
values in clause 3.9.2 of AS/NZS 3017 Electrical
Installations – Verification Guidelines then
generally this does not present an electrical risk.
When selecting instruments and test devices,
the device’s function, range and class of
accuracy should be appropriate to both
work and conditions. Appropriate guidance
on an instrument’s characteristic, including
attachments to measure sustained voltages,
can be obtained from the manufacturer or
their representative.

Man
electrocuted
while
repairing roof
of his home
on NSW
north coast
A 71-year-old man has been
electrocuted while carrying
out repairs on the roof of his
Port Macquarie home on the NSW
north coast.

The unit is in a block managed by the
Wangaratta Hospital for staff.
The victim has told investigators that he entered
the unit just before the incident to have a break
from his medical rounds at the hospital. He was
about to go to the kitchen to light a gas burner
to boil a kettle.

The victim was found by his wife lying
face down where he had been working,
an Ambulance Service of NSW
spokesman said.
She called out to him but got no
response, and went to a neighbour
for help.
He fetched a ladder to reach the man but
saw sparks in the roof and retreated to
switch off the home’s electricity.

The damage exterior and interior of the unit.

``When they finally reached him it was
obvious the patient had not been
breathing for a while and was deceased,’’
the spokesman said.
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Medical intern
injured in gas blast

To determine whether the touch voltage
is “sustained” or otherwise, the voltage
measurements can be made with a low
impedance load connected in parallel with the
high impedance voltmeter measuring the circuit.
Generally, for a high impedance digital voltmeter,
this is achieved with a suitable plug-in resistor
of appropriate wattage connected across the
terminals of the voltmeter.

Clearances from
combustible materials:
By ESV Gas Safety Officer,
Roger Lambie
A flame will create heat and with this
knowledge the gas industry has for well
over one hundred years used three basic
ways of transferring that heat through
Convection, Conduction or Radiation
in the design of appliances to suit a
particular application.
Whether the appliance is used in an industrial,
commercial or domestic application the
principles are the same and more than one
form of heat transfer can be designed into
the one application.
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In harnessing gas to create heat the gas
industry also recognizes an inherent problem
associated with the Convection, Conduction
and Radiation of heat, as it may affect
surrounding exposed surfaces. Transfer of
heat in turn requires some additional practical
thought to prevent the heat impinging on
surfaces that in due time may be affected
by heat.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

To this end AS 5601 states that under
General Installation requirements Clause 5.2.7
Combustible Surfaces – Temperature Limitation
“An appliance shall be installed such that
the surface temperature of any nearby
combustible surface will not exceed 65°C
above ambient.”
The Gas Installation Code Australian Standard
5601 (AS 5601-2004) includes many references
to the prevention of adjacent surfaces being
affected by heat.

Adult
apprentice
scoops
ESV award
Congratulations to adult apprentice
Murray Ray, the winner of the Certificate
IV plumbing award at the Bendigo
Regional Institute of TAFE.
Murray received his ESV award from Gas
Inspector Steve Foster late last year.
Murray completed his plumbing apprenticeship
with Dunstone Bros Plumbing & Roofing of
Bendigo and is continuing his employment with
the company and his plumbing studies.
He started his working career as a tyre fitter.
Through hard work he soon worked his way
into a management position before opting to
change careers.

Listed below is an example of Clauses or
Tables in AS 5601 that relate to clearances
from combustible surfaces.
>>Clearances from Flues to Combustible
Surfaces Clauses 5.13.5.8 and 5.13.5.9.
>>Clearance to Combustible Material above
Overhead Radiant Heaters Table 5.5
>>Clearance to Combustible Surfaces around
an Incinerator Table 5.6
>>Required Clearances around Domestic
Cooking appliances Figure 5.1
>>Clearances and Protection around
Commercial Catering Equipment Clause
5.12.4.5
>>Appliance in a Roof Space Clause 5.3.11 (e)
In some instances fire resistant boards as in
Appendix “C” of AS 5601-2004 and per Gas
Installation sheet No 3 as found on the ESV
website www.esv.vic.gov.au are used to protect
adjacent surfaces but the simplest and least
expensive can be an air gap.
A ¼”/6.3mm air gap will reduce heat transfer
by up to 50°C.
Notwithstanding, the manufacturers installation
instructions should always be adhered to.
Manufacturers in the gas industry use this
information to full advantage particularly when
installing appliances adjacent to combustible
materials such as timber studs and platforms
that support appliances.
Appliances in roof spaces such as central
heating units that are located on timber
platforms can use alternate methods for
sighting these appliances.

Where a central heater is located over a
combustible platform such as timber the
platform must have a fire resistant board
laid over the platform in one single piece to
prevent heat transfer through as joints in the
fire resistant board may allow heat to effect
the combustible platform underneath.
The fire resistant board must at least extend
to the perimeter of the appliance and 300mm
in front of any louvre or fixed opening into the
burner chamber, and an air gap of 25mm be
retained between the base of the appliance
and the fire resistant board.
Permanently fixed legs or brackets to ensure
this 25mm air gap is retained between the base
of the central heating unit and the fire resistant
board is often employed by manufacturers of
these appliances.
A second method is for the combustible
platform to be covered with corrosion resistant
sheet metal having a minimum thickness of
0.6mm and laid as described above but in this
case have a 100mm air gap between the base
of the central heating unit and the sheet metal
covering the combustible material.
The only exception to the above requirements
are where the appliance was tested and found
not to transfer any considerable amount of heat
due to design features that could cause an
incident to occur.
It is of paramount importance that the air gap in
any installation method used is not compromised
with any other materials i.e. insulation that will
form a conductive path from a heat source to an
adjacent combustible material.

New material to support safe
gas use code of practice
ESV has developed two new publications
to support the events code of practice
titled “the safe use of LP Gas at public
events in Victoria”.

“The reasons for requiring a checklist
to be completed are:
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>>Public safety
>>Gas safety
“If there is uncertainty over the safety of a
gas installation, an ESV Gas Inspector can
be requested to advise on what
improvements are required.
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should there be a site safety audit.”
Published by Energy Safe

“Safe Use of LP Gas at Public Events
in Victoria Code of Practice” and the
“Public Events: Catering Vendors Information
Pack” are available from ESV or can be
downloaded from the ESV website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au The brochure is also
available from ESV.
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name of person completi

checklist
The brochurengwarns
that caterers using LPG
at an outdoor event must complete a check
list before the event starts. This is a requirement
of both the event organiser and ESV.

It states: “It should be noted that the event
organiser has the right to remove from the site
any person using or intending to use gas who
fails to complete the checklist, makes a false
declaration or knowingly uses an unsafe gas
installation.

ESV’s tips for safe use of gas BBQs
during extreme weather events
These are ESV’s gas BBQ safety tips
for the community on days of
forecasted extremely hot weather
and strong winds.
ESV advises that while the use of some
backyard BBQs may be permitted during
periods of Total Fire Ban, they must be operated
with care and safety during such periods.

>>The general public must be aware that
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) does not
necessarily dissipate when for example
it leaks from a BBQ cylinder. Under no
circumstances should outdoor appliances
such as BBQs supplied by LPG cylinders be
operated in confined spaces;
>>Never disconnect an LPG cylinder without
checking that it is turned off;
>>Ensure hose/pipe connections are in good
condition, unblocked and fit snugly;

>>Check for leaks in connections between
BBQs and gas cylinders by using a soapy
water solution;
>>Always ensure adequate ventilation when
using gas BBQs;
>>Store LPG cylinders outside, upright and
away from sources of heat;
>>Remember it is dangerous to be in charge
of a BBQ after drinking too much alcohol.

Warning to plumbers:
Use Bonding Straps to
prevent electric shocks
and even electrocution
By ESV Gas Safety Officer,
Roger Lambie
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The use of Bonding Straps to prevent
electrocution or electric shocks when
plumbers are going about their daily
chores has been covered in the past.
Unfortunately these incidents keep
happening not only to plumbers but to
electricians and others in the building
and maintenance industry.
Stray electrical current is a very definite
problem and procedures as detailed in
O H & S documents have detailed this over
a long period.
These types of incidents are real and not just
the figment of someone’s imagination and
some that come to mind are described below.
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The method of overcoming stray electrical
currents and gas piping is covered in Australian
Standard 5601-2004 (2.11.4) that promotes the
use of a metallic bridging device commonly
known as a Bonding Strap.
AS 3500.1-2003 also describes the use of
Bonding Straps and that they should have
an electrical current rating of not less than
70 Amps.
Yesteryear the Gas & Fuel Corporation issued
every person who was involved with fitting or
disconnecting of gas meters, pipework and
appliances with a set of Bonding Straps or
equipment with similar abilities to suit different
applications i.e. cable that had specifically
designed “G” clamps to suit large installations
or pipe work.
The most commonly known use of Bonding
Straps is when cutting pipework.
Always place one clamp on either side of the cut
that is to be performed and always work with
the Bonding Strap in place even if either side
of the cut pipe may test safe with a Neon
tester or Multi Meter
Electrical appliances such as refrigerators,
washing machines and dishwashers cycle
during their operation therefore voltage may
not be detected when testing either side of
the cut pipe during a dormant period
between cycles.
Bonding Straps should also be used when
disconnecting
>>an appliance and/or replacing an appliance
>>water and gas pipes
>>changing a gas control

Incidents investigated have found the house
where work may be carried out has no inherent
fault with the electrical installation but the fault
was traced to the electrical distribution system,
the residence next door or up the street and the
fault in that residence has travelled through the
mains supply of either water or gas pipes past
other homes to the home where an incident
has taken place.

G&F Corporation personnel who attended
buildings where the earth lead was on gas
piping would not work on the installation
until an electrician had removed the earth
lead and placed it on the cold water piping.

Earthing systems have varied over the
years from the once standard application
of connecting the earth lead via the metal
pipework of a cold water supply.

Then and as it is today you are your own
Safety Officer and it was the determination
of the personnel on site if it was safe to work
on the site.

The introduction of plastic piping systems saw
the introduction of an earth electrode commonly
referred to as an earth stake.

Case histories on incidents or near incidents
include seeing sparks jumping across from a
gas meter to service and fitting lines and in days
past from the meter or associated pipework to
the metal casing of a meter box. These metal
boxes were removed many years ago.

An earth stake has limitations as to its
effectiveness due to the electrical conductivity
of the ground it is implanted in; ideally moist
ground will provide a better earth.
It remains standard practice today that where
a cold water metal piping system is in place
in a building the earthing system is still
connected to both the metallic cold water
piping and the earth stake.
Metal pipes for water or gas reticulation in a
building were all that was available years ago
and as both systems were of a metallic
material earthing leads were inadvertently
placed on gas reticulation pipework.

Similarly cold water and gas piping,
particularly under a building can be like
spaghetti with them laying over each other.

Gas meters and regulator assemblies include
non metallic insulating components to restrict
a current flow, improper assembly or damaged
insulation should be a consideration at all times.
A gas leak in the vicinity of a spark could provide
the potential for a much greater consequence.
A gasfitter who was investigating the report
of a gas leak at an older house disconnected
the fitting line from a gas meter which resulted
in a large electrical arc flashing across between
the meter and the fitting line.

Investigations initially revealed that part of
the fitting line became electrically alive at a
reading of 200VAC. To make matters worse
the earth wire that originates from the neutral
bar at the electrical switchboard was not
connected to the metallic cold water piping,
this meant the earth wire was flapping in
the breeze and had the potential to be at
240VAC.
The ultimate cause was found to be a
break in the neutral supply at the connection
of the electrical supply to the facia board of
the house.
Electricity is supplied via an active wire and
will return to its original source of supply
via the neutral wire.
As in this case if the neutral wire is broken
electricity will follow the least line of resistance
to earth.

Remembering the earth wire was
disconnected from the water supply we
still have interconnection of both the water
supply and the gas supply via the storage
hot water service on the property – let alone
the contact which had been made where
supply pipes were laying over each other.
Yes the gasfitter could have been killed or
badly hurt as he did not employ the use of
a Bonding Strap his saving grace was that
when he disconnected the fitting line it fell
away only brushing the back of his hand.
Another instance was when a fitter was
going to change over a gas meter, he had
a young apprentice with him just out of the
training school, and they gathered all the
necessary equipment to do the work less
the Bonding Strap.

The apprentice realised this and with the recent
safety training he had experienced at school
offered to return to the work van and get the
Bonding Strap; the fitter said it would be okay
if that’s what he wanted to do.
Both the fitter and the apprentice went in opposite
directions and when the apprentice arrived with
the Bonding Strap at the meter location there were
some tools laying around but no fitter.
Then some moans and groans were heard some
twenty feet away where the fitter was found
doubled over sitting on his knees with both arms
wrapped around his stomach. He said to the
apprentice: “What was that you said?”
One last experience which proves no one can
foresee hidden dangers concerns a guy who
owned a very aggressive and very savage
American Pit Bull terrier which decided to relieve
itself on the gas meter. It changed the dog’s
whole demeanour!

ESV warning on inappropriate
gas BBQ conversions kits
By ESV Gas Safety Officer,
Roger Lambie

These kits are generic in their design and
include a varying range of components that
may not individually or in combination suit the
appliance they are to be installed into and could
lead to an incident or possibly even litigation.
Facts to consider:
Current Gas Installations Australian Standard
AS 5601-2004 Clause 5.1.4 Requirements
for converting any appliance from another
gas states:
Item (b) “the conversion is in accordance with
a conversion procedure acceptable to the
manufacturer.”
Note: “Where an appliance is to be converted
to a gas type which is not shown on the
appliance data plate, the technical regulator
may require to be specifically advised prior
to the commencement of the work.”
Explanation:
>>The manufacturer of a BBQ may refuse
to warranty the appliance if it is converted
from one gas to another if they do not
accept the conversion procedure. This
would entail getting written permission
from the manufacturer and their acceptance
of the procedure.
>>Not all gas appliances are approved for
use with either LPG or natural gas but for
one type of gas only. Should a BBQ be
converted to a gas that it is not approved it
would contravene gas fitting regulations.
If an incident was to occur with a non accepted
conversion kit/procedure, any claim may be
rejected by an insurance provider.

Other associated problems include:

Beside the above points it is very important
to understand that a BBQ constructed to
operate on one form of gas can vary greatly
in design features to one that is designed
and approved to operate on both LPG and
natural gas.

>>cross ignition problems from one burner
to another

The biggest difference between a BBQ
designed to operate only on LPG or natural
gas is determined by the different operating
pressures of each gas.
An LPG BBQ has an operating pressure of
2.75 KPa where as a natural gas BBQ has an
operating pressure of 1 KPa.
To a BBQ designer or manufacturer there are
financial advantages in constructing a BBQ that
will operate on LPG only.
An LPG BBQ does not have to have its own
individual regulator whereas a natural gas BBQ
must have its own individual regulator plus the
one on the metered supply and the manifold
tube can be smaller.
The manifold tube where the gas cocks to serve
individual burners are attached in a BBQ that
operates on LPG does not have to be as large
as one found in a natural gas BBQ.
Reason:
Natural gas manifolds in many cases need to
be larger to compensate for the volume of gas
supplied at the lower gas pressure of natural
gas at 1 KPa.
The different gas supply pressures and
volume of the gas supply between a BBQ
designed for LPG use and one converted to
operate on natural gas could be a potential
safety risk and may result in incomplete
combustion of the gas and a possible increase
in products of combustion including carbon
monoxide (CO).

>>flashback (Light back) of the flame to
the burner injector
>>instability of the flame at the burner ports

>>overheating of inappropriate adjacent
surface’s due to the instability of the flame
>>Soot deposit and build up.
Points to be aware of;
>>Gas pressure and volume through a Quick
Connect Device (Bayonet Connection) at
varying operating pressures
>>Gas Pressure and volume through a 10mm
internal diameter hose connection in relation
to its overall length
>>Gas Pressure and volume through a
12mm/1/2” Natural Gas Regulator (Check
with manufacturer of the regulator as they
can vary)
>>When you take into account what the
overall pressure drop would be when the
10mm hose and regulator are fitted in
conjunction with the Bayonet fitting there
is grave doubt that the correct pressure/
volume of gas will be available to some
BBQs to operate correctly and or efficiently.
(Heat the Hotplate)
>>Gas Cocks require adjustment and where
necessary may need to be replaced.
>>Many BBQs are mobile and incorporate
castors, rollers or wheels (AS561-2004
Clause 5.2.17, 18, 19) and require a restraint
shorter than the hose connection to the
reticulated gas supply to protect the hose
and the hose must incorporate isolation
from the gas supply.
Prior to attempting to convert any gas
appliance from one gas to another it is
necessary to check the data plate on the
appliance to see if the appliance is approved
for any such conversion or check operating/
installation instructions and where necessary
consult with the manufacturer of the appliance.
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There are a number of companies
producing Liquefied Petroleum Gas
(LPG) to natural gas conversion kits
for BBQs that are sold via the
internet or through plumbing and
hardware stores.

Gas conversion work is to be carried out
by a licensed/registered person who is
authorised to carry out gas work and has
an endorsement to do gas conversion work.
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Format for private overhead
electric line undertaking
It is a requirement for private overhead electric lines in high fire risk areas to be placed underground when damaged and requiring repairs. In
such circumstances the overhead line can be temporarily restored provided some conditions are met. One of these is for the registered electrical
contractor to obtain a written undertaking from the owner that the line will be placed underground within 60 days. A suggested format for the
undertaking is provided on the opposite page. See question four on this page. The form can be photocopied for the owner to complete.

Your questions on electricity installation issues – and the answers
Compiled by ESV Electricity Technical Advisor, John Stolk
energysafe continues its regular series featuring some of the questions which ESV receives on a range
of electricity installation issues, some of them relating to gas installations. Also provided are the answers
together with references to the Acts, Standards, Regulations and Clauses which apply to them.
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Question

Answer

Standard

Clause

I was recently contacted by my customer for whom I
recently installed a cooking appliance, one of the hotplates
had stopped working, the manufacturer attended and
advised my customer there was no warranty because the
cooking appliance was not installed in accordance with the
manufactures installation instructions. I complied with Clause
2.5.3 of AS/NZS 3000:2007 “Domestic cooking appliances”
that allows the current rating of the final sub-circuit to be
less than the full connected load of the equipment. The
manufacturers installation instructions requires the final subcircuit to be rated at the full connected load, which is correct?

The cooking equipment is required to be installed as per
manufacturers installation instructions, (Clause 1.7.1(c) of AS/NZS
3000:2007)

AS/NZS
3000:2007

Clause
1.7.1(c).

Can I use the balanced voltage drop calculation if the
installations supply is 3phase and the load within the
installation is single phase?

No, the balanced load formula assumes there is never any current
flowing in the neutral conductor and only calculates the voltage
drop on the active conductors.

AS/NZS
3008.1.1:

Clause

If the equipment is not installed as per manufacturers installation
instructions the manufacturer may not provide a warranty although
the installation may comply with the other requirements of the
wiring rules.

4.6.

2009

With the installation loading being single phase there will always be
current flowing in the neutral conductor.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

The correct formula to use is Clause 4.6 “determination of voltage
drop in unbalanced multiphase Circuits” of AS/NZS 3008.1.1: 2009
Electrical Installations – Selection of cables.
Do I need to install a DC isolator at the solar array?

My customer had a tree fall down across their private
overhead electric line and has been advised that because
he is located within a high fire risk area the overhead line
needs to be placed underground, this is going to take time to
arrange can I obtain permission to temporally reconstruct the
private overhead electric line?

Yes, under emergency or fault conditions the DC supply needs
to be isolated at the commencement; therefore a DC isolator is
required at the array or arrays.

Yes, you can temporally reconstruct the private overhead electric
line under the following conditions; prior to the commencement of
any reconstruction work you need to obtain;
a written undertaking from the owner of the private electric line that
the owner will have the private electric line placed underground
within 60 days after the date of the undertaking (the form can be
printed from our web site www.esv.vic.gov.au) a suggested format
is printed on the following page.

AS/NZS
3000
AS/NZS
4777.1

Clause
7.3.4.1 &
1.5.2.
Clause 5.4.

Electricity
Safety
(Installations)
Regulations
2009

Regulation
221

Electricity
Safety
(Installations)
Regulations
2009

Regulation
401

Obtain a reference code from Energy Safe Victoria for that work (to
obtain a reference code call NRC (National Response Centre) 24
hour service on Phone 1800 000 922).
Within 5 business days after the completion of the reconstruction,
provide Energy Safe Victoria with a copy of the undertaking
referred to above, the reference code for that work and a copy
of the certificate of electrical safety for the reconstruction of the
private electric line.
How do I go about applying for an exemption?

Energy Safe Victoria may, on the application of any person, exempt
any electrical work or any person from any of the requirements of
these Regulations subject to any conditions specified by Energy
Safe Victoria.
An application must be in writing and contain details of— the
applicant’s name, telephone number, and business and postal
address; and the exemption requested; and the reasons for the
exemption.
An application must be accompanied by any relevant technical
information, including details showing that the granting of an
exemption will not reduce the level of safety from physical injury,
fire and electric shock from the level that would be provided
under these Regulations if the Regulations are complied with; and
a written agreement to the proposed exemption signed by the
owner, occupier or controlling body of the land on which the work
is to be carried out; and the application fee $70.00.

Where can I find servicing and metering information (SIR’s)?

The Service and Installation Rules are located on the Electricity
Distributors Website www.victoriansir.org.au.

To Energy Safe Victoria,
I,.........................................(FULL NAME – PLEASE PRINT)............................................
of............................................ (RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS)................................................
...............................................................................................................being the owner of

Owner to Complete & Sign

the property located at........................................................................................................
(the property) acknowledge that a private electric aerial line located on the property
requires substantial reconstruction and is therefore to be placed underground as required
by Regulation 220(1) of the Electricity Safety (Installations) Regulations 2009.
I have obtained the services of the registered electrical contractor named below to carry out
emergency restoration of the aerial line and therefore agree to have the private electric aerial
line replaced with an underground electric line or disconnected from the electricity supply
within 60 days from today ....../....../20......
I also acknowledge that due to the repairs being made on a temporary basis, the private
electric aerial line may be disconnected by the distribution company for safety reasons on
days of Total Fire Ban.

Agent to
Complete (if any)

(Print name).........................................................................................................................
If undertaking is completed by an authorised agent of the owner (copy of authorisation is to
be attached)—
Full Name....................................... (PLEASE PRINT).........................................................
Signature.............................................................................................................................
Contact details....................................................................................................................
I, . .................................................. (PLEASE PRINT)....................................................... ,
of . .......................(NAME AND REGISTRATION NUMBER OF REC)............................. ,
being the person responsible for the emergency restoration work at the above address,
have obtained Reference Code .......................1 from Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) and
acknowledge that I am required by Regulation 221 of the Electricity Safety (Installations)
Regulations 2009 to provide the above undertaking from the owner and a copy of the
Certificate of Electrical Safety (COES) for the work to ESV within 5 business days after the
completion of the work.2
1 To be obtained from the ESV on call Compliance Officer on 1800 000 922 by the REC following the completion of the above undertaking by the owner.
2 Fax this form and a copy of the COES to ESV on (03) 9686 2197.
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I understand that I will also require the services of a registered electrical contractor to carry out
the subsequent work required to replace the private electric aerial line with an underground
electric line. I also understand that a registered electrical contractor is required to issue me
with a Certificate of Electrical Safety for each of these works.
(Signed)...............................................................................................................................

REC to Complete
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Guidance notes for the
electrical trades and electrical
inspectors on the Electricity
Safety (Installations) Regulations
The following information was prepared
by ESV for guidance and information on
the new Electricity Safety (installations
Regulations) for everyone involved in
the electrical trades and in particular
licensed electrical inspectors.
While it does not cover all the changes
between the 1999 and 2009 versions of the
Regulations, it does address most of the
important differences and issues.
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Up until 1 July this year, ESV proposes to
use its discretion in enforcing the regulations
unless safety is compromised. ESV suggests
that all LEIs should use similar discretions.
Bonding of support for low voltage
overhead service
Regulation 212
The earthing of metallic brackets supporting
overhead service cables will not be enforced
at this stage as the process in under review.

www.energysafe.vic.gov.au

Prescribed electrical installation work
Regulation 238
In addition to the existing prescribed electrical
installation work the following items are now
also prescribed.
1. Supports for overhead service lines
(including any poles).
2. Circuit protective devices, switchgear,
control-gear, circuit breakers and wiring
systems of the main switchboard for new
or replaced switchboards on the initial
inspection.
3.Sub-mains, earthing systems and any
distribution boards related to the control of
individual occupiers’ portions of multiple
installations.
4.circuit protective devices, switchgear,
control-gear, wiring systems and
accessories (other than fire detection and
alarm systems) installed to provide control
and protection of passenger lifts, fire pumps
(excluding pumps for fire hose reels where
those hose reels are not the sole means
of fire protection) and air handling systems
intended to exhaust and control the spread
of fire and smoke.
5.Part 1 solution installed in an electrical
installation.
6.All or part of any fixed electrical equipment
operated at any voltage installed in a patient
area of hospitals, medical and dental
practices and dialyzing locations.
Premises with consumer electricity
generation systems
Regulation 210
Premises where a consumer electricity

generation system is installed or connected
shall have a clearly and permanently marked
sign on all switchboards that will be energised
by the consumer electricity generation
system and any fire indicator panels, stating
“Warning—this premises contains an
electricity generation system” and the
location of the isolation switch or switches.
Emergency restoration of private
electrical aerial lines in high bushfire
risk areas
Regulation 221
Prior to the commencement of any
reconstruction work you need to obtain;
1. a written undertaking from the owner of the
private electric line that the owner will have
the private electric line placed underground
within 60 days after the date of the
undertaking (the form can be printed from
our web site www.esv.vic.gov.au).
2. Obtain a reference code from Energy Safe
Victoria for that work (to obtain a reference
code call NRC (National Response Centre)
24 hour service on Phone 1800 000 922.
Within 5 business days after the completion
of the reconstruction, provide Energy Safe
Victoria with a copy of the undertaking
referred to in paragraph 1, the reference code
for that work and a copy of the certificate of
electrical safety for the reconstruction of the
private electric line.
Details to be accurate and legible –
certificate of inspection
Regulation 241
A licensed electrical inspector must ensure
that the details required by regulation 240 are
complete, accurate and legible on each copy
of the certificate of inspection.
Safety services
Regulation 232
An electricity supplier must not require
a person to install protective equipment
between the point of supply and any main
switches for safety services.
Obligations of licensed electrical
inspectors
Regulation 242
A licensed electrical inspector must not sign a
certificate of inspection unless that inspector;
1. Has attended at the electrical installation
address stated on the certificate of
compliance.
2. Has carried out inspection of the electrical
installation in accordance with the
Australian/New Zealand Wiring Rules and
these Regulations

3.Has carried out testing of the electrical
installation in accordance with
regulation 231
4.In circumstances where the inspector
knows or should be reasonably expected
to know that the premises or land related
to the electrical installation work being
inspected will be electrically unsafe to
connect to electricity supply or unsafe
to use, has stated on the certificate of
inspection that the installation appears to
be electrically unsafe
5.In the case of high voltage installation work,
a licensed electrical inspector may comply
by witnessing a licensed electrician or a
competent person carrying out those tests.
Licensed electrical inspectors must
retain of a copy of certificates of
inspection
Regulation 244
A licensed electrical inspector must retain a
copy of a paper certificate of inspection for 3
years after the date the inspector signed the
certificate.
Licensed electrical inspectors must
not inspect their own work
Regulation 245
A licensed electrical inspector inspecting the
prescribed electrical installation work must
not be the licensed electrical installation
worker who carried out the work or the
installation work responsible person in relation
to that work.
Licensed electrical inspectors must not
inspect work if involved with the design
of the work
Regulation 246
A licensed electrical inspector inspecting
prescribed electrical installation work must
not be a person who was involved in the
design of that electrical installation work.
(Design does not include advice in
relation to the requirements of the Act
or the Regulations)
Installation work responsible person
must not use an employee to inspect
any work for which they are responsible
Regulation 247
A responsible person must ensure that the
prescribed electrical installation work that
they are responsible for is not inspected by a
licensed electrical inspector who is employed
by the installation work responsible person or
a related body corporate (cooperate director
or business owner) of the responsible person.
Notification of defects by inspectors
Regulation 248

If prescribed electrical installation work that
has been inspected by a licensed electrical
inspector does not comply with Division 3 of
Part 3 of the Act or this Part, the inspector
who has inspected the work must notify the
installation work responsible person of the
defects relating to the work within 4 business
days after the inspection.
Inspector must note defects on
certificate of inspection
Regulation 249
A licensed electrical inspector who has
inspected prescribed installation work that
does not comply must complete the defects
section on the certificate of inspection but
is not required to record any defects in the
work on the customer’s copy of the certificate
of inspection if the defects in the work are
rectified at the time of the inspection.
Installation work responsible person must
retain a copy of certificates of compliance
Regulation 254
The responsible person that issues a paper
certificate of compliance must retain a copy
of that certificate of compliance for 3 years.
Reporting of incidents
Regulation 256
If a serious electrical incident occurs,
the following persons must, as soon as
practicable, report all of the details of the
incident within their knowledge to Energy
Safe Victoria:

2. An operator of a high voltage electrical
installation if the incident occurs within
that electrical installation;
3.An operator of a complex electrical
installation if the incident occurs within
that complex electrical installation;
4.An operator of a railway if the incident is
associated with that railway;
5.An operator of a small gauge railway if the
incident occurs in relation to an electrical
installation associated with that small gauge
railway;
6.Any other installation work responsible
person who becomes aware of an incident
relating to work for which that person is
responsible for carrying out.
Installation of protective equipment
Regulation 235
1. In the case of an aerial line, protective
equipment must be installed—
a) at, or next to, the point of supply; or
b) at, or next to, any point where an
unmetered consumers mains is attached
to the consumer’s premises; or
c) at any pole to which a consumers mains
is attached; or
d) at the electricity supplier’s pole to which
a service line is connected.
2. In the case of an underground line,
protective equipment must be installed—
a) at, or next to, the point where the
consumers mains is connected to the
electricity supplier’s supply main; or

c) if an aerial service line has been
converted to an underground line, at the
point where the aerial service line was
connected to the consumer’s premises;
or
d) at or next to the electricity supplier’s
metering equipment located at the
consumer’s premises, but only if the
unmetered portion of the consumers
mains that runs from the property
boundary to the building or structure
housing the metering equipment is
suitable for use underground and—
i) of a double insulated construction; or
ii) surrounded by a neutral screen.
3.In the case of electricity supplies provided
directly from a substation, protective
equipment must be installed within the
substation.
The complete Electricity Safety (Installations)
Regulations 2009 can be accessed from our
web site at www.esv.vic.gov.au.
Further guidance notes for inspectors
ESV issued the following important guidance
notes for licensed electrical inspectors at the
end of last year. The notes also apply to RECs,
licensed electricians and others in the trade.
Replacement of existing switchboards.

A switchboard containing semi enclosed
rewirable fuses may be replaced with a new
circuit breaker switchboard in the existing
position under the following conditions;
1. the switchboard location complies with
the regulations that were in force when the
switchboard was first installed this includes
switchboards that were installed when the
regulations had no height restrictions; and
2. no other electrical work is being carried out
e.g. installation/rewiring of final sub-circuits
or replacement of the consumers mains; and
3.the new switchboard complies with the
RCD’s requirements stated in Clause of 2.6
and Amendment 1 of AS/NZS 3000:2007.
Note – switchboards installed in cupboards or
similar storage areas shall comply with Clause
2.9.2.5 of AS/NZS 3000:2007.
Solar installations – main switch
An additional main switch for a solar
installation can be installed on an existing
switchboard if that switchboard complied with
the regulations that were in force when the
switchboard was first installed.
The locking facilities requirements for main
switches now only applies to the solar main
switch (subject to further clarification by
Standards Australia)
Requirements for fixed wired airconditioning units

All fixed wired air-conditioning units shall
be installed to comply with the following
requirements;
1. Have an isolating switch capable of being
locked in the off position installed adjacent to
or on the external compressor unit.

Exception – An isolating switch capable
of being locked in the off position may
be installed in the switchboard when
the switchboard is dedicated to the airconditioning equipment only; and
2. Be installed as per the manufacturer’s
installation instructions as required by AS/
NZS 3000:2007 Clause 1.7.1(c); and
3. Only cables enclosed in flexible conduits are to
be attached to the air-conditioning pipe work.
Note: The means of attachment must be
permanent and secure, the use of pvc tape is
not acceptable. Where the wiring enclosure and
wiring support including pvc cable ties are subject
to direct sunlight they must be UV protected.
Main switch size calculation where
there is an off peak hot water service
When replacing a switchboard and the
maximum demand of the installation
exceeds the current carrying capacity of
the consumer’s mains a circuit breaker
main switch or switches shall be installed
to protect the consumer’s mains.
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If the hot water service only operates off
peak and does not have a boost element
or change over day rate switch, the hotwater load can be discarded when
calculating the circuit breaker main
switch for the installation – subject to
current Tariff arrangements.
Standby generation – switching
the neutral
If electing to switch a neutral conductor
with associated active conductor, close
attention is required to ensure compliance
with the following;
1. The incoming neutral conductor before
the MEN connection shall not be switched.
2. Neutral and Earth conductors shall not
be connected in parallel.
3.The change over device shall maintain the
continuity of the neutral (this means when
the device is switched to the closed position
the neutral contact makes before the active
contacts and when the device is switched
to the open position the active contacts
open before the neutral contact) check the
manufacture’s certification
Note: Caution some change over units
are designed with the neutral contacts
having only half or one third of the current
carrying capacity of the active contacts.
Embedded networks
An embedded network is a multiple installation
(not a single installation) therefore the prescribed
electrical installation extends to the sub-mains,
earthing systems and any distribution board
related to the control of each individual occupier’s
portion of the multiple electrical installations.
Exception 3 of Clause 3.6.2 of AS/NZS
3000:2007 in relation to 7% voltage drop
does not apply to this type of installation
(maximum of 5% volt drop only is permitted).
For further information contact ESV’s
Electrical Technical Inquiries.
The complete Electricity Safety (Installations)
Regulations 2009 can be accessed from our
web site at www.esv.vic.gov.au.
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1. An electrical worker. who becomes aware
of an incident relating to work for which that
person is responsible;

b) at, or within 3000 millimetres of, the
point where the consumers mains is
connected to the electricity supplier’s
supply main; or
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